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John Skirwith, citizen and leatherseller of London, was appointed serjeant

pointsmaker to Edward IV  (factor ligularum) on 21 June 1461: he made for the king

the  metal-tipped  leather thongs or straps which tied one item of clothing to another,

particularly those items  of  heavy use such as protective clothing, jacks, bn'gandines

and  parts  of  plate  armour. On the tensile  strength  of his points the king's security,
and occasionally his modesty, might depend. Skirwith's trade of leatherseller
suggests  that  his main activity was the making of leather points, but his career shows

that  he also dealt with other  types  of points — made of silk and linen cords and

n'bbons — and with a wide variety of  other goods.‘ He thrived and became more
than  an artisan, trading as a merchant. Although there is no record of his
reappointment as king's pointsmaker under Richard  III,  there is  also  no reason to

assume he did not continue to hold the  office  during this reign — he cenainly
pontinued to supply the royal  great  wardrobe with  points.  Richard HI, and Edward

IV, were both  among the 'desperate' debtors of Skirwith when he died.2 Skirwith
may therefore reasonably be assigned the distinction of supplying the points for
Edward IV's armour on the  1475 expedition  to France and Richard III's amour at
the  battle  of Boswonh.’

References to Skirwith's early career have proved  elusive;‘ he  must  have  been  a

well-established master of his craft by 1461  to achieve the rank of king's serjeant
pointsmaker within a few months of the new reign;s he was probably in the region of
thirty-five to forty years old at  this  time. He was appointed to the  office  for  life  and

shortly afterwards he can be found supplying the king's great wardrobe with over
400 points made of silk  laces; the  silk  laces were probably piece-work
commissioned by him from silkwomen of London, with their  metal  points or aglets
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added by his own workshop of male employees.6 In November  1461  Skirwith
assigned all his goods and chattels to four men including three fellow leathersellers,7

a transaction which may have  been undertaken to protect his goods from seizure by

the  king‘s  officers in case of  a  misunderstanding over  his  accounts, if he died

unexpectedly, went bankrupt or suffered any other disaster; it may also  have  been

the means by which he raised a loan for his expanding, and royally endorsed,

business.“
Nothing more is known of Skirwith's supplies to Edward IV.9 In 1483 he can be

found again supplying goods to the great wardrobe, probably in connection with

Richard  III's  coronation: two pieces of long buckram (a robust cotton  cloth  much

used for stiffening and interlining garments) at 55 each; and two gross of leather

points at 35 the gross.'0 This  is  a  miserably poor record of the work of  a  royal

serjeant—craftsman who  took  12d a day from the crown as wages and two liveries

each year at Christmas and Whitsuntide," but foxtunately Skirwith's career is also

recorded elsewhere. He was prominent in his London company, he was litigious, he

and his wife  both  left wills, and  along inventory of his goods, compiled at his death,

survives.

He was, first and foremost, a  leatherseller of London. The leather trades had

always tended to congregate to the north of the city along the city wall and its ditch,

and in the Moorgate area.'2 The leathersellers specialised in the fells or skins of

sheep and in 'wildware', which meant in this  context, the skins of all kinds of deer

and goat, and their most distinctive goods were points and laces.l3 They were

involved in many of the preparatory processes used for skins as well as making

goods, from both imported and native-produced leathers. The wealthiest of them

might import and expon themselves. From at least  1372 they regulated their craft,

and they received their first recorded ordinances from Mayor Richard Whittington

in 1398. By these the wardens of the craft were formally authorised to discipline the

membership, search their work, and regulate employees and apprentices. Among the

orders relating to their work-processes was the instruction  that  only 'wildware' skins

were to be used to make certain  goods  because the leather was stronger. Many of the

company's regulations were concerned to ensure that calf and sheep skins were not

fraudulently dyed to resemble those of deer and goat — the latter skins.  became

stronger when wet while sheepskin  rotted.  Above all points and laniers neeeded to

be strong and reliable:  they were not to be made at night  and  they were to be

properly 'clowez et roundez' (nailed and  rounded)" Further ordinances, a charter of

incorporation of 1444,  a  grant of arms in  1479,  and several quarrels with other

leather-working companies, developed the company and its powers during John

Skirwith's lifetime. By the end of the  fifteenth  century the Leathersellers' Company

had emerged as the most powerful and wealthy group of leather-workers and

merchants. Other leather-workers of London included glovers, pursers,
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pouchmakers, curriers, cordwainers, girdlers, malemakers, bottlemakers, all with  a
wide range of goods." The Leathersellers included among its members all the

leading merchants of the leather trade, that is the men who imported and exported

skins, hides, fells and made-up leather  goods, and who set other men to work.

Among these merchants was John Skirwith.

It was while Skirwith was still an apprentice  that  significant changes were made

in the procedures for the searching of skins: in  1440  it was ordered  that  all fells, both

rough and tawed, were to be searched by the wardens of the Leathersellers before

sale, and no leather was to  leave  the city without being searched and approved. The

rules of the craft were to be  extended  to workers not in the company if they used

either tanned or  untawed  leather. Fines for defaults were to be shared between the

chamber of the city and the company, and all leather was to be brought to be

searched in 'the selde [a covered warehouse or market] whiche is ordeynyd therefore

on the Northside of the Gildehalle', conveniently situated for the leathersellers of the

Moorgate area, and 'nowher elles'.l6 The company's charter of incorporation which

followed in 1444 proved to be worth the  expense  of its acquisition. It reiterated and

vindicated its rights of search which were extended over areas in the suburbs of

London where 'foreign' (non-citizen) leather-workers congregated, and over  leather-
workers throughout the realm; searches  were to be undertaken in the presence of the

appropriate local authority. The charter  went  on to confirm the company's

constitution as conferred by Richard Whittington: the election of its wardens each

year within fifteen days of Corpus Christi day, the use of  a  common seal, the

collection of quarterage (annual  fees  from members), the wearing of a livery, the

keeping of  accounts, and a court of fifteen assistants to help the four wardens. Last,

but by no means least, the charter reiterated another duty required of the company

on which the safety of the king's soldiers depended: to oversee the good quality of

the leather to be used for anning-points.”
By the time John Skirwith was practising as  a  freeman of London and as  a

master in his own light, therefore, his company was incorporated and had wide

powers of search. He was part of an authoritarian institution  capable  of conferring

benefits on any ambitious  man, and also of deterring and excluding the less able and

the less prosperous. In the course of his work he would have frequented the seld

behind Guildhall and, further to the  east, the great market of Leadenhall which had
been extensively and expensively rebuilt by the city in the 14405. Leadenhall

consisted of  a  series of roofed arcades of finely-cut stone surrounding a square

market area, with a granary and a chapel. After Skirwith's death, the searching of

leather was transferred to Leadenhall, in 1488, and it became the main leather

market of the city.m

The leather-working community of London included several different trades

which neither always agreed among themselves nor kept to their own preserves. The
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Leathersellers' right of search included all the leathers of their craft and the goods
which they made, but leather-workers of companies  such  as the Glovers or Pursers

might make similar goods and come within the Leathersellers' right of search, and
vice  versa.  Quarrels inevitably ensued as one craft refused to submit to  a  search by
another. One such quarrel of 1451 between the Glovers and the Leathersellers was

concluded amicably when they both asked the mayor  that  they might each choose

two wardens to search  both  crafts.” During another quarrel of  1479  the

Leathersellers were in no doubt as to who was in the right:
we had  much  trouble and  labor  with the Purserus and  also  with Gloverus
and with much and  great  labor had of them our  intent  against them to the

right.

On an even more satisfactory note  in the same year the important, but failing,

mistery of Whitawyers decided formally to  join  the Leathersellers and adopt their
livery (of musterdevillers cloth  that  year).20 The Whitawyers specialised in the finer

'white' skins and had always congregated in the  parish  of All Hallows, London Wall,

having a fraternity in honour of the  Virgin  Mary in the parish church.2l The leather
trades were experiencing economic and supply difficulties in the fifteenth century
and amalgamation of individual groups of specialists benefited the craftsmen — and
it  also  increased the standing of the strongest company who received the new
recruits, in this  case, the Leathersellers.

On 14 December 1467 the 'good men of the mistery of Leatherscllers' came
before the mayor and alderman with  a  petition describing the  state  of  their  trade, as

they understood it. It was a View which John Skirwith must have shared, but as the

names of  those  present are not recorded, it is not known for certain whether the

king's pointsmaker was present.  They asserted  that  they were  a  small company and

that  others now made leather points and laces. The strongest points should be made

of 'wildware' but these skins were becoming increasingly difficult to import from
Norway, Spain, Guienne, and Scotland.  They prayed to be released from the old

ordinance which insisted  that  only 'wildware' be used and  that they might be allowed

to use  calf  and sheep skins, so long as  they were not sold as anything other  than what
they were, and so long as they were not mixed with 'wildware'. The  petition  was

granted and other ordinances were drawn up: no  arming points were to be made of

the weaker leathers; apprentices were to be presented to the wardens to ensure  that
they were personable, and  they were to be properly taught  'whiting (cleaning),
paring, poling (pulling to soften), dyeing, cutting, pointing and pursing';

shopkeepers were to be allowed to take only three apprentices and workmen were
banned from  taking apprentices. Regulations were  also  made against working with

certain  tools  by candlelight, on  festivals,  and  before  six in the morning or after six at
nightn .

From  1471  the accounts of this well regulated mistery of Leathersellers survive
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in its Liber Curtes, a  book presented to the company by William Curtes, one of its

wardens. John Skirwith appears in the first year of accounts: from 1471, at least, he
was  a  tenant of his company, renting a  property in the parish of St Lawrence Jewry
for the large sum of 73s 4d  a  year.23 Major works were done on the house at the
company's expense, 1475-76, either before or  during Skirwith's term as first warden
or master of the company:  a  kitchen was made, a pale (fence) put up, windows were
put in, and 'jubettes' made,_that is gibbets or beams projecting from  a  wall with  a

pulley at the end, for the haulage of wares. The work was extensive enough for
seven  of Skirwith's own men to be taken off their work and put to building the pale

and 'digging' and 'drawing' of his new well for four days, at 4d the day each. A
further 415 8d was paid for paving before John Skirwith's gate.24 Skirwith lived in
this  house  until his death, and his widow for one  year  after that.” Further

information about the  house  can be derived from the inventory of Skirwith's goods

at his death: it may have  included  three shops  with separate specialisations  —  two
for haberdashery and mercery which could have been elsewhere — and the Red
Shop for leathersellers' wares. There were  also  an Inner and an Outer White
Warehouse, 'white' skins being the finer skins of the trade, and  a  cellar housing

battery ware, skins, lattcn and hemp. For domestic use the house had a parlour, hall,
kitchen, and  a  buttery, a  plate chamber for the silver and glass-ware, a  press

chamber for the linen, three garrets, and  a  chief chamber, a paved chamber and  a

chamber for the  belle dame  (the lady of the house).26 The rent of 735 4d the year was

commensurate with the  size  of the premises.

As has already been indicated Skirwith's company played a large  part  in his life:

he had been apprenticed to another  leatherseller  by his parents or guardians, and had

taken  up the freedom of the city and company after he had completed his  term; its
regulations ruled his life as an apprentice, journeyman and master, and he paid its

quarterage (annual fee) every year. Like most members he offended its regulations
from time to time: he was in debt to the company for 18s 4d in  1471, but this did not
prevent him being chosen one of the auditors of the company's accounts presented
on 12 November  1472.” He was again in debt in  1473, and in  1476  he owed 4d

towards the communal cost of the liveries worn in the company's barge going to
Westminster.28 He was  also  guilty of offending against the trading regulations: in

1476  he was fined 8d for 'lakyng of ours' (not observing regulations about work-
hours?) and for more defaults along with John Domy, another supplier of the great

wardrobe and future warden of the company (1491-92).” Why, in 1475, Skirwith
was fetched before the city's Chamberlain by an officer of the Leathersellers is  a  not
known. Perhaps it was over  a  matter concerning one of his apprentices  —  of whom
he had an impressive  number  during his life — as the Chamberlain was responsible

for their regulation and care.Jo

These were minor  faults.  John Skirwith served as the first warden or master of
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the Leathersellers at  least  twice, in  1475-76  or  1476-77, and again in 1483-84, being
styled  'the  goodman' of the company in Liber Curtes.’I As master, Skirwith would

have undertaken searching duties, arbitrated disputes within the fellowship and

presided at its courts. Appointed to  office  soon  after  Corpus Christi day in 1483 (29

May) he participated in a minor way at some of the civic events of the protectorship

of Richard, Duke of Gloucester. In the  same  year of  1483-84  he supplied 8d worth

of 'armenge poyntes' to his company,32 perhaps these were needed when the

company's men put on their armour  keep the watch in Cheapside and Comhill

during the uneasy days of the protectorship from 19 June, or when the men of the

companies lined the streets on  3  July to greet the Northemers of Richard  III  on their

parade through  the city to St Paul's,” or later in the year when they prepared to

defend the city against the anticipated attack from Kent during the rebellions of

October 1483. Like many leading citizens he kept  a  small stock of weapons and

armour, including several battle axes, a Normandy bill, a  ycoman's sallet, and a

gestron  (defensive  shirt) of mail.“

John's origins have not been established. It is possible he came from

Cambridgeshire as he  left a  bequest in his will for the repair of the roads between

London and Cambridge. He  also  had trading connections in  that  county.35 The

origins of his wife, Katherine, are equally elusive. It is not known when they

married — it may have  been his second marriage as all his children by her were still

minors at his death in 1486 when he himself was probably over sixty years.

Katherine had  a  sister, Alice, married to Richard Malle of 'Codnor' (Condover),

Shropshire, but whether this connection indicates  that  Katherine came from

Shropshire is not clear. Alice and Richard Mallc had  a  son, William, and several

daughters; Katherine Skirwith was to leave Alice her blue corse (an embroidered

girdle or braid), 405 and one of her gold rings, her brother-in-law  405, and each of

her nieces and nephew  205.  Katherine also had an uncle Hadley —  who may be

identifiable as Richard Hadley, grocer of London, one of her executors — to whose

son, Roger, she  left  20s.36

Apart from Richard, Roger and Maud, their three children, John and Katherine

managed  a  large household and undoubtedly needed their spacious house and the

new kitchen they had had installed in 1475-76. There were at least seven men in

John's workforce in the mid-14705 for it is known  they helped refurbish the house,

and there was also  a  steady flow of apprentices.37 John paid 55 in 1483-84 to have

one  boy's  name enrolled in the Leathersellers' records, in the aftermath of  a  series of

new, stricter regulations by the company about apprentices; the employment of

workmen and bad workmanship. Each apprentice had to be found able and admitted

by the wardens, a fee of 55 being payable within six weeks.38 Past apprentices of

John ahd Katherine still alive in  1492  were all meticulously named as  citizens  and

leathersellers  'late  my servant' and rewarded in Katherine's will: William Lambard
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405; John Wolfes 13s 4d; John Browne 205;“9 Laurence Wilson 105, and his wife

105; William Chamber 105; William Broke  105;  Richard Williamson  105;  John
Syche or Such £3, in addition to the 53s 4d  left  to him by John on condition he
behave well to Katherine in her widowhood; John Dylton and John Colynson both
pardoned all debts; Thomas Davyson 100 white kid skins; and lastly Edward Drake,

still her apprentice, 6s 8d. Overall  this  makes an impressive, and certainly not
complete, total of twelve men trained in the  Skirwith  household.

Most  important among John's apprentices was William Stephenson who

married Alice (or Alison), a  cousin of Katherine.  Both  William and Alice were

referred to as 'late my servant' in John's will when he  left  them a small sum and
required them to continue 'good' to his wife and help her at all times and with the
collection of his debts. The Stephensons and all their family were  also  remembered
with  affection  in Katherine's will — so they had indeed been 'good' to her. The

career of successful apprentice, journeyman and factor to his master, marriage to  a

relative of his master's  wife, and graduation to the status of master leatherseller in

his own right, can be suggested for William Stephenson."0 From Katherine Skirwith
William received 400 white goat skins  'such  as be in my warehouse one with  a

nother', and his wife received her violet  gown  furred with grey and white 'brchis',

her  best  black corse and one of her gold rings. To merit such expensive clothes,

Alice and her husband had to be doing well by the time of Katherine's death in 1491.

Their daughter was named for her godmother, Katherine Skirwith, and received 405
and  a  plain mazer in her godmother's  will; the other children, Anne, Joanna, John,

another godson, and Edward, all received 20s.
There is no  doubt  that Katherine Skirwith was an active partner in the business

and in the household during her husband's  lifetime, and well able to continue  them

after his  death.  It is thanks to her businesslike will  that  so many of the details of both

business and household are known. Her household was completed by two female
servants, Anne Fox and Joan Goodwyn, and another  young godson, in her care at the

time of her death —presumably because he was an orphan — called John Badcock.
She entrusted him to William Stephenson to send him to school 'of reding and

writing tyll he  able  to put hym  self  a prentice', with 40s for his  food  and clothing and
other things 'such as shalbe nedefull according to his degree with his scole  hire  of

reding and writing'.
John and Katherine were parishioners as well as leathersellers, merchants and

householders. They lived in St Lawrence Jewry near the Guildhall, and John had a
particular devotion to the chapel of St John in his parish church, choosing to be
buried  there  before the pew where he was accustomed to sit. He left money to
bedridden people living between Colman  Street  and Elsing Spital, near the city wall

north of Guildhall. His wife was to join him in the chapel of St John 'under the same
stone',"l leaving 13s 4d to cover her burial expenses and  a  contribution to the
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church's maintenance. She also left three torches to the church: one to the high  altar
for use at the 'levitation' of Christ's body, another to the altar of the Penny

Brotherhood, and the third to the altar of the Brethren of the  Rood, both of which

brotherhoods had been left 105  each  by John. Katherine, like John, remembered the

poor of her area of  London:  before every Christmas for seven years, her executors

were to dispense three loads of coals to poor householders in the adjacent parishes
of St Lawrence Jewry, St  Mary Aldermanbury, St Michael Bassishaw and St
Stephen Colman  Skeet.

Almost as prominent in their  lives  was the parish of All Hallows London Wall,

which stretched along the city wall from  Moorgate  to Wormwood Street. This was

the parish of the Whitawyers and the Leathersellers.  Like  many of his fellows

Skirwith maintained  a  house in the parish — perhaps the house where he had  started‘
his leatherselling business before he moved to the larger premises in St Lawrence

Jewry. It had storage for wool, fells and skins, a 'white shop', several pits for tawing,
and limited domestic quarters.“2 As early as 1445 the Leathersellers' Company had
acquired land in All Hallows which it leased out to tawyers, and there it had built its
hall by 1477,  on  a  site bounded by London Wall and  a  tributary of the Walbrook. It

was decorated with hangings celebrating the life of their patroness, the Virgin Mary.
John Skirwith was one of the  feoffees  (trustees) for the company's Langford  estate
in the parish.“3 The Leathersellers, along with  other  London companies in the
fifteenth century, were acquiring a  separate corporate identity as administrators of

charities and trusts, set up for the benefit of the donor's soul as well as a specific
charitable purpose. The Leathersellers  took  a keen interest in 'their' parish church.
They maintained a candle to the Virgin Mary there;“ and members probably

contributed to the redecoration with white and yellow ochre wash, its new font-
cover and the general cleaning undertaken between 1482-85.“5 John Skirwith
contributed 35 4d towards All Hallows' organs in  1482, and between  1486  and 1488

his widow contributed 65 8d towards  a  new 'legent', either  a  legendary —— a  book

containing the lessons or other readings of mass or divine office — or a copy of the

Golden Legend, the lives of the saints, in the new printed English edition by William

Caxton  of which John and Katherine had their own copy. The latter was becoming
de  rigeur  for  a  well-equipped parish church at this time. Katherine also  paid  8d for
two torches for the church,“ and later bequeathed two of the torch_es used at her
burial to All Hallows." Apart from the Leatherseller connection, the main attraction

of All Hallows in the late fifteenth century lay in its anchorite: John Skirwith paid

105 for a trentall (thirty masses) to be said for his soul by the 'Ancre' in 1486.“

Anchorites attracted the devotion of all classes, the king downwards, and drew in  a

considerable income to the parent  church;  the cell for an anchorite at All Hallows, in

the 'tourelle' (little tower) in the wall, went back to 1314.49 _

The Skirwiths' relationship with their two parishes was close, but  that  with St
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Lawrence Jewry was the closer  because it was there  that they lived. John wanted the

vicar, William Bell, to be one of the supervisors of the executorship of his will, for

the generous fee of 10 marks. Yet the two men cannot  have  been  that  well

acquainted because  Bell  had only been admitted to the living on 10 May 1485. Bell

was later to witness Katherine's will, and no doubt shrived her  too, but he  took  no

part in the executorship of her will. Another cleric was probably more important to

the husband and wife, John Chapman, doctor of divinity and parson of All  Hallows,

Honey Lane, another nearby parish, 1479-94.” He was the second of John's  chosen
supervisors of his will and Katherine's sole supervisor.

Acting as an executor for  a  fellow parishioner or relative was a responsibility

many citizens of London expected to undertake in their lifetime. It could be an

onerous and  thankless  task, and the one time it is known John Skirwith acted as an

executor may well  have  taught him to  avoid  the  duty in the future. In 1470 he was

made an executor by his friend and colleague, Robert Colyns, citizen and cofferer (a

purchaser of his leather to cover coffers?), and  a  fellow parishioner of St Lawrence

Jewry. He shared the duty with the widow, Joan. The will was one which would
almost inevitably cause problems as it discriminated against one of Colyns' sons.“

Colyns' property consisted of the  Bull  and the  Rose, two of the stewhouses in

Southwark.‘2 The  Rose  was to go to his  son, Thomas, while the  Bull  was to support

his widow so long as she lived unmarried.  When  Joan died, and if  Thomas  died —

which he did —  both  properties were to be sold to perform Colyns' will and provide

for his soul. No property was specifically marked out for his other son, John, who

was left only £20 with the instruction  that  Skirwith and Joan Colyns were to relieve

his poverty if he allowed himself to be guided by them.SJ Nothing went smoothly.

Skirwith and Joan had to prosecute jointly at least one debtor, John Dorte, vintner,
who asserted he had already repaid the  debt.“ The executors had presumably

already fallen out by the time that Skirwith alone prosecuted  a  John Dey, probably

the prosperous cutler of St Lawrence Jewry, who asserted he had already paid

another  debt  to Joan, the widow.” By June  1472  the widow and her two sons were

prosecuting Skirwith for holding on to the goods of the deceased — among which

they improbably asserted were over  £22,000  worth of  paper  debts — and for neither

paying Colyns' debts nor delivering their shares to the widow and her sons.“5

Skirwith himself  also  prosecuted John Chamber, a factor of Colyns and a witness to

his employer's will, for  a  debt of £50, three times unsuccessfully between  1471-74,

and was  himself  imprisoned on a retaliatory suit.’7 Lastly the  feoffees  of the  Bull  and

the  Rose  refused to convey the properties to Skirwith for sale  after  the deaths of Joan

and Thomas. He had to resort once more to Chancery, but although the terms of his

petition accords with the terms of Robert Colyns' will, it is not known if he won his

suit. Among the  feoffees, there was at least one notable lawyer, Miles  Metcalf, a
councillor of the duke of Gloucester, and one of the supervisors of Colyns' will,
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John Parker, scn'vener, was also experienced in the law of such matters. Whatever
the precise  judgement  of the chancellor, it seems probable  that  by 1478  the  Rose  at

least had been sold to perform the will of Robert Colyns.” For John Skirwith the
100s which Robert had allowed him for his trouble  must have  seemed inadequate
recompense.

0f John's connections, influence and activities at a civic level outside his
company little is known. He was both prosperous and  active  enough to have been

elected a common councilman for his ward. He never stood as alderman but his
wealth at his death was not far short of the £1000 worth of goods  expected  of an
alderman by this  date.”

Evidence is patchy but it is clear  that  John's trade was extensive and various.

First and foremost he was a leatherseller as the inventory of his goods at his  death
makes  clear: he had a shop known as the 'Red Shop', either for its red frontage or to

indicate the range of leather goods sold there. These consisted of  a  wide variety of
items including points and laces at many different  prices, gloves, bags, purses and

thongs.  Large  stocks of  skins  of kid, goat, sheep and deer (buckskin), of oak galls

used in the vegetable tanning process, of dyes  such  as brasil and madder, as well as

nailing materials and  sheets  of latten to  make  the aglets for points, show  that  he

employed his apprentices and  joumeymen  in the activities traditionally associated

with his trade. The overall value of this side of his business (over £200) at his  death

surpassed  his investment in his haberdashery and mercery shops.‘50 The location of
his shops specialising in haberdashery and mercery is not certain — it is  known  he
had the lease of a shop in the parish of St Mary Le Bow by 1459 and  it’s possible
this was still his in 1486. Technically a citizen of London could not retail the goods

of any company except  his own, but he could  deal  in them wholesale. It seems John
Skirwith ignored these regulations, although  it is possible  that  his mercery and

haberdashery were only for wholesale, or  that  the shops and their contents were
leased by him to members of the Mercers' and Haberdashers' Companies. Mercers

and haberdashers had always overlapped in their interests, and  several  of  their  goods
might also be made or sold by the leathersellers  —  points and laces of  silk, linen and
leather, purses and other dress accessories  —  so tolerance within certain limits may

have  been the order of the day. The Haberdashers were  a fast expanding and n'sing
company and several of  them  seem to  have  maintained a  foot  in more than one

company at this date." Skirwith's son, Richard, eventually became  a  haberdasher

and could  have  already been apprenticed at his father's  death  and destined to  take
over the shop. Similarly Skirwith had several associates and fellow parishioners
who were mercers, notably John Pikton, William Banknot who was to be an

executor of Skirwith's will and an overseer of his wife's, and Gilbert Palmer,  a

witness of Kathen'ne's will.62 In  1486  Skirwith had in stock over £50 worth of
haberdashery, including many thousands of beads made of brass,  bone, glass and
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semi-precious stones, and a wide range of cheap wares. The large array of table
glasses and folding table glasses, probably to be identified as mirrors and kept in his
plate  chamber because they were fragile, seem likely to have been part of this
miscellaneous stock.63 He  also  had  over  £140 worth of mercery, mostly linens, but
also silks and  camlet, tapestry cushions and counterpanes, and  most  intfiguing of all

a  copy of  Caxton's  Golden Legend, the lives of the saints compiled and printed by
that  mercer in 1480, valued at 155.“

Skirwith also dealt in wine upon occasion and lent money.“ It is known  that  he
exported English cloth: in May 1478, for example, he exported 122 cloths, and in

June 1481 just over 52 cloths.“ In 1481 he and other English merchants were
represented by the governor of the English Merchant Adventurers abroad at the

court of Bergen op Zoom in a claim  against  Jacob Kasselair, possibly a  merchant of
Germany.” He sold £156 45 worth of cloth to a  Thomas  Heyward, specifically

mentioned as a bad debtor 'that hath been so untrewe' in John's will and listed as a
bad debtor in Skirwith's  books  when he died in 1486.“ He bought brasil from
Lombards and he had dealings with merchants of Antwerp.“ Like  most  merchants
he stock-piled plate and tried to  keep in his hands as much ready money as he could:

when he died he held over £200 worth of plate and over £100 cash for
emergencies.” The ramifications of his trade and the problems all merchants of

Skirwith's day expexienced because of the shortage of ready money is revealed by a

complicated series of lawsuits in  1477  in the mayor's court and Chancery, between

Skirwith, Robert Ford the elder of Hadleigh,  a  leading clothmaker of one of the  most
prosperous of the cloth-making towns of  Suffolk, a  John Fisher, probably a mercer,
and Robert Sirede, another mercer. The dispute was over an obligation of Sirede to
Ford (probably for  a  purchase of cloth by the mercer from the Hadleigh man) used
subsequently by Ford to pay for a purchase of wool from John Fisher; meanwhile

Skirwith had secured payment for another debt of Ford to himself upon the same
obligation by Ford to Sirede." The chancellor had to sort out the allegations and the

facts, but the records are now incomplete.  What  remains shows John Skirwith on
terms with prominent mercers such as the cloth exporters, John Picton’2 and John

Salford, who acted as his sureties, and selling Robext Ford of Hadleigh  £295  75 0d
worth of goods, unfortunately not described, but possibly wool or wool-falls —

John Fisher had sold Ford wool in St Paul's Cathedral in November 1476. What is
certain is that John Skirwith was involved in the highly lucrative wool and cloth

trades in which so many Londoners made fortunes.’3
The problems of securing payment in a system  that  ran on credit and barter in

the absence of enough cash, hampered John Skirwith again in  1482  when he
prosecuted Alderman William Home, a salter and merchant of the Calais Staple. It
was  over  a sale to Home in  1473  of more than £70 worth of 'marchaunt fells' (wool

fells) which Home had paid for with an obligation of  over  £100  due to him from
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Alderman George Irelond, grocer, and which Skirwith in his turn repaid in  excess
with another obligation of his own to Home. George Irelond's affairs were in a bad

way: he retired to the sanctuary of  Beaulieu  Abbey, Hampshire, at approximately

the time of  this  exchange to escape his creditors, and there he died within the year,

leaving his widow and several brothers-in-law to salvage what they could. Skirwith
could not get the money due to him from Irelond but had to pay out on his obligation

to  Home.  He contended that Home had  acted  in full knowledge of Irelond's affairs

—  a  not impossible claim as  both  men were aldermen." The conclusion of the  case

is again not known, but it shows Skirwith dealing in large amounts of goods and

with men who considered themselves to be among the leading citizens of London  —
and he dared to battle against an alderman for his rights.

Skirwith  also  operated in Southampton, a port which  often  rivalled London at

this date  and which few Londoners could afford to ignore.” Juan Seboll, a merchant

of Burgos, Spain, asserted  that  John Skirwith and a William Folkys had gone aboard
the  Mary of Bilboa  in Southampton, seized 120 tons of oil of his, worth £1000, held

the oil for a month and caused him  a  loss of £200. This may have  been in connection

with the seizure by Basque pirates of the  Maria  Folkys  of London, of which Folkys
was probably the owner, and Skirwith and Folkys may have  been attempting to
recover their losses. Seboll traded extensively in English cloth and Spanish wine,

frequently acted  as the factor of other Spanish merchants, and lived in London off
and on during the  14705-803.  Skirwith's trade in 'wildware' and fells would have
almost certainly involved him in trade with Spain, and William Folkys was another
Englishman who traded with both Spain and Portugal.76

Indications of Skirwith's domestic trade with the Shires of England are few,
although the large quantities of haberdashery, mercery, as well as leather goods, in
his inventory, suggest he would  have  been interested in  this  trade. Chapmen  came  to

London to buy from London merchants and litigation between them and a Londoner

can reveal the  extent  of the Londoner's catchment area. In 1471 Skirwith was

arrested as  a  surety for a debt of  just  over £5 owed by John Parker, a  Chapman of

Shrewsbury, for goods Parker had bought from the London mercer, John Marshall,

and in  1486  he was still owed money by a  Richard Menhen of Shrewsbury.’7 '
Skirwith's wife's sister was married to a man of Condover, Shropshire, so trade may
have followed a family connection.m

If most of John's lawsuits give an impression of a merchant energetically

collecting his debts without more than the usual self-interest in his presentation of
the facts, 'a grete noise and a trouble' between John and an Edward Albon carried on

at the  Bull's Head  on Cheapside does show tempers running high. The details are
obscure but the matter finally came  before the mayor, Robert Billesden, 1483-84.

The quarrel had taken place two years before and since then the two men had had

each other arrested on different  charges  and, despite the urging of friends and
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neighbours to abide by their original agreement, they had continued recalcitrant.
The mayor was a haberdasher and it is possible  that  he  took  a  particular  interest in  a
leatherseller who dealt as extensively in haberdashery as John Skirwith, and who
had a son who was destined for the trade.”

It does seem as though John resorted readily to litigation, but it  must also  be
assumed that he was not always entirely in the wrong. The sheer number of John's
known lawsuits  —  and these include many subsidiary suits — may contribute to an
unfair  impression of an irascible and litigious personality. If the records of the
London mayor's court  —  the main court for merchants  —  had survived and the

records of the Westminster courts had been searched, many more Skirwith suits

would undoubtedly be known. As he did not die in poverty it was not merely

incompetence or bad-temper  that  put him in court and had him arrested so
frequently. None of the cases studied include a judgement, but together  they give an
impression of the size and number of his transactions, where he traded, as well as
the hazards of debt collecting and of assessing the reliability of business associates.

In 1485 John seems to  have  feared he would  fall  a victim to the sweating
sickness  that  raged in London from  about August  onwards and killed six aldermen

including two mayors. He made his will on 13 September, but escaped the sickness,
and died at some date before  8  May 1486.80 He divided his  goods  according to the
custom of the city, that  is  a  third each to his wife, to his children, and to himself for

his bequests and for the good of his soul. His children were all under age so their
third was to be in the  care  of his wife with sureties taken before the Chamberlain of

the city, as was usual. He said nothing about his household goods nor gave details
about his wife's portion — he had no need to do so as she was to be executor and to

continue his business with the  help of William  Stephenson.  John had only to
commend her and his children to the care of the executors and supervisor of his will,

the vicars of two parishes and his  most  trusted business associates and friends, and
concentrate on the care of his own soul. He left money to the four orders of friars in
London for three trentalls and another 10s for a trentall to be said by the anchorite of
All Hallows London Wall. He paid due attention to the seven corporal  acts  of
mercy, as did  most  testators of his time: 100 marks to dower poor girls at the rate of
13s 4d  each; a suitable sum to mend highways between London and Cambridge; £10
to feed poor prisoners in the London gaols at the rate of 35 4d the quarter; £20 to
release poor debtors from prison; £10 to bed—ridden people living between Coleman
Street and Elsing Spital  on the wall towards Cripplegate, 2d to each of them every
Sunday; and he also forgave all genuinely poor men their  debts  to him. His
executors were his wife, the vicar of St Lawrence Jewry, William Dolphynby, a
fellow warden of the Leathersellers in the 14705 and a wealthy merchant-
leatherseller, and 'John' — probably a scn'bal error for William — Banknot,  a
mercer. Master  John  Chapman DD was supervisor.“I
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Not much of John Skirwith's personality comes  over  in his will, but in the

inventory of his personal possessions  a  little more is revealed,  although  equal credit

must go to Katherine, his wife. Only his clothes are uniquely his: four furred gowns,

three lined with expensive marten and one with  lamb; other gowns are lined with

woollen cloth for winter or unlined for summer; two doublets, one of worsted and

the other of leather, both  good  quality and serviceable. He wore wool in  violet, blue,

crimson and murrey, and he wore scarlet hoods — there is no velvet or silk — and

his most expensive  gown  was worth 325 at a time when a master craftsman  took  6d a

day in wages. His clothes seem to reflect an appreciation of solid and stylish

comfort. The  house  of John and Katherine Skirwith was  also  handsomely and

comfortably furnished, with plenty to please the eye. The hall was  hung with  a  cloth

stained with scenes from the Bible, and a primer was kept there, perhaps ready for

picking up before they went to church; it also stored the weapons of the house, six

battle-axes and  a  Normandy bill. The parlour was likewise  hung with 'pageants' and

there were cushions of tapestry, tables for games and a copy of  Caxton's  1480

edition of Ralph Higden's  Polychrom'con  for reading. This was  a  greatly revered

history of the world in English, which John and Katherine had obviously bought hot

. off the press, and their copy was so well-used by 1486  that  it was described as

'feeble' by the  official  valuers. In the 'chief chamber' there were more stained

hangings and counterpanes of tapestry and verdure on the bed. Among Katherine's

particular responsibilities would have been the large  quantities  of linen, plain and

diaper, for her beds and tables, the brass and  latten  in the kitchen and buttery, and

perhaps she  also  took pride in the many cups and bowls of silver and silver-gilt in

the plate chamber, with which she had decked her  tables  and served her friends with

wme.
To Katherine fell the  task  of making her house and all its contents available to

the appraisers of the prior of Christchurch Canterbury (in office during the vacancy

of the archbishopric after the death of Thomas Bourchier), who drew up and valued

a  full inventory for probate. John had left  just  over  £200 of debts which were not

fully compensated for by the 'hopeful' debts of just over £100owing to him. Over

£1000 of other debts were wn'tten off as 'desperate', many of the debtors being dead,

including two  kings  of England and  a past  keeper of the Great Wardrobe. The final

total  of the  estate, assuming collection of all hopeful debts, was put at £988 25 7%d.

The funeral cost £20 35 4d.82
Katherine and her household remained in the St Lawrence Jewry house for one

year and then moved elsewhere within the same parish, perhaps needing somewhere

cheaper and smaller, perhaps because the Leathersellers would not rent to a widow.”

Nothing is known of the progress of the  executorship, except that at the end of  1490
William Dolphinby died leaving her, 'John' Banknot and William Bell to continue

alone. It seems from the terms of her own will that Katherine continued her
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husband's business though possibly on  a  reduced scale.
Katherine joined John in the chapel of St John in mid October  1491, and left a

will giving considerable insight into her  household.“ She mentioned only Roger of
her children, and his ultimate fate is not known although he was still  alive  in  1493;

Maud may have  been married or was dead before her mother died; Richard became

a  haberdasher, quarrelled with his mother's executors and was married by the time
of his  death  in 1498.“ To Roger, Katherine  left  the bequest of his father (unspecified
in either will) and her  best 'nut' (coconut cup) with  a  silver-gilt cover and  a dragon
on it  —  not certainly identifiable in the inventory but probably the one weighing

50'/2 ounces  —  her  best  two silver  salt cellars  with a cover of parcel-gilt, two plain
cups with silver-gilt  covers, and two dozen silver spoons with acorn and 'slepe'

finials.  This plate  was to be made up to the value of £40 and delivered to him when
he was twenty-six.“6 Her concern to  remember  all her past apprentices and William

and Alice Stephenson has been mentioned. Like her husband she remembered poor

maidens in need of dowries, poor debtors in Ludgate, Newgate, and the compters of

Poultry and Bread Street who had 'fewe frendes' and owed debts of less than 55. The

charity of both John and Katherine Skirwith was conventional, but also substantial

and practical: it went to their own parish and neighbourhood of London; and  they
acknowledged the helplessness of those without friends.

Katherine's executors were her uncle, Richard Hadley the grocer and Richard

Bromehall, a joiner who lived some way away in the parish of St James
Garlickhithe.87 Nothing has been discovered to reveal why Bromehall was her

choice: was he  a  friend, business associate or a relative?“ Her choice of overseer
was the  same  as her husband's, John Chapman DD, the vicar of All Hallows  Honey
Lane, about  whom  a  little more can be said. Chapman was  a  fellow of Queens'

College Cambridge, and had been vicar of St  Botolph's  in  that  town, 1470-82 — a
town  where the Skirwiths seem to have had connections. He was  a  famous preacher,

preaching regularly at St Paul's in the  14905, and before Henry VII in 1496. It may
have been his preaching that  recommended him to John and Katherine, and they
may have come to know him through the leatherseller, William Dolphinby, who
lived in Chapman's pan'sh. John Skirwith's trust in Dolphinby was sufficient to ask

him to be his executor, and the relationship between the two households could  have

been extremely close. The priest was obviously a man of some  charisma  who
inspired trust, for he acted as supervisor for other well-off widows of London and

some eminent men."9
Among the witnesses Katherine called in were William  Bell, the vicar of St

Lawrence Jewry, who had been an executor of her husband and who now

presumably attended her in  extremis, and William Banknot, mercer, her husband's

other executor.9° Banknot was  a  fellow parishioner: like Chapman, he was used to

taking on responsibilities for the dying, and like Chapman he was clearly a man who
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was widely trusted.“n This  small circle of their executors, overseers and fellow

parishioners, who visited their deathbeds, for all its limitations, probably affords the

most valuable image of John and Katherine Skirwith, for at  that  moment they were

entirely dependent on their  ‘friends'. Their wider, changing and often ephemeral

contacts with family, relatives and business associates, debtors, creditors, and two

kings of England, and their purchases of some of the first books printed in English,

have  been briefly glimpsed at different times through surviving law suits and an

inventory. For few of their contemporary London citizens can so much be found.

THE  INVENTORY
Editorial procedure: After the opening section which gives  a  transcript to set the

scene, the  list  format of the inventory has been abandoned for paragraphs under the

original headings. Numerals, sums  of money, spelling and punctuation have been

modernised. The word  'prys‘ which occurs always before the total price has been

omitted, as has the word 'item' before  the name of every debtor and creditor; no

other words  have been omitted and no words have been added. No plurals have been

given to words such as 'pair' when none is in the original. In some cases original

spelling has been indicated where  this  has been  thought  important or where the

meaning is unclear.  When  appropriate the modern fractions of '/z, 'A, etc., have  been

used. This has been done to reduce the length of this long inventory. Editorial

additions are in square brackets. Explanations of words are in the glossary.

The roll measures 24  feet  3  inches by 8  to nearly 8V2 inches, with 21 membranes

sewed together. It has lost several pieces out of its left side and has been repaired.

Public  Record  Office, Probate Inventories, PROB 2/15

[m. 1] 'This is the Inventory off all the Goodes and Cattelles of John  Skyrwyth

settzen and leytherseller off London preyssed the  xviij day off Maye the  ffyrst  yere

off Kyng Harry the vijte by Wylliam Maryner and John More Settyzeris off London

and praysors [of my?] lord the pryor off Crye Cherche off Cauntirbury.

The shope wyth haberdasch' ware

[Item] in prymis  iiijC  d off thembelles large, prys —  vjs'

[Item] in primis 450 of thimbles large, 65.

Item  half  a gross  cotton buckles for girdles, 15d.  Item 4  dozen, 4  bells of latten for

horse, at 3d., 13d. Item  3  dozen and 8 of Milan bowls counterfeit, 6s. 8d. Item 21
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gross of latten bells for players, 35. Item 20 dozen of course bells for timbrels

(tembres), 25.  Item a  gross, half  a dozen of course bells for dogs, 65.  Item a  dozen

sacring bells of latten, 6d.  Item  17 little sacring bells of latten, 7d. Item  half a  pound
goldsmith wire of  latten, 4d.  Item  22,500 of Thomas needles course, 225.  Item

11,000 of 'solus' needles, 155.  Item  a  1000 'bona' needles, 16d.  Item  6,000  of course

'swavesch" needles, 65.  Item  7,000 of round aglets of latten, 12d. Item 6,000 of
round aglets white, 25.  Item  7  little  goblets of alkamine (alcomyn), 7d.  Item a  piece

of alkamine, 1‘/2d.  Item  16 rolls of copper gold, 25. 6d. Item 7 dozen of little bracers

(brassors) of leather course, 10'/2d.  Item  15 dozen of large bracers course, 2s. 4d.[?]

[Item] [missing] gross and  3  dozen of small copper gold, 50[?] [m. 2] [Item]

[missing] 3  dozen and 5 clouts of Flanders pins, 175. 6d.  [Item] 10 gross and 7V2

dozen of box combs, £3 35. 4d. [Item] [missing] half of small combs, 105. [Item]

[missing] of middle combs, 505.  [Item] [missing]lord[?] combs, 20d.  [Item]
[missing] half of small box combs, 3s. 9d. [Item] [missing] small combs, 10d. [Item]

[missing] pairs of  feeble  brigandines, 105. [Item] 11 dozen and  a  pair of small ounce

balances (unces balandes) of latten, 6s. 8d.  Item  8  dozen  of [missing] 'unces
balandes' of latten, 85. Item 10 pair of quarter balances (balandes) of latten, 20d.

Item 7 pair of half pound balances (balandes) of latten, 20d.  Item 2  pair of pound
balances (balandes) of latten, 10d.  Item 3  gross and  4  dozen of course hat bands of

worsted, 25. 7d. Item 5 gross and 9 dozen of round girdles of worsted, 145. Item 6
dozen of key hinges of  leather, 3s. 4d. Item  2  dozen of fine worsted girdles, 20d.
Item  5  dozen  of worsted girdles of Brussels making, of divers colours, 85.  Item  16
worsted girdles of  a  coarser sort, 14d. Item 9V2 gross of course thread laces, 56s. 4d.
Item  6  great gross and 11 single gross of worsted laces, 55s. Item  3  great gross and  a
single gross of worsted laces, 27s. 9d. Item 23 gross of thread laces of London
making, 145.  Item  13 gross of worsted laces course, 9s. 6d. [Item] 7 dozen  of
worsted girdles of London making, feeble, 18d.  [Item] [missing] and 20  ream[‘?] of

coffin paper, 265. 8d. [Item] [missing] ['kajskettes' fine, 205.  [Item] [missing] course

caskets, 135.  4d.  [In-am, missing] quarter of combs of the least  sort, 16d. [Item] 3,500

glass gauds (gawdies) for beads, 185. 6d. [Item] 20,000 of middle gauds of glass,
105. Item 3,000 of small gauds of glass, 8d. Item  7  little graters (grattes) for ginger,
7d. Item 14 dozen penknives all rusty, 16d. Item  3  lbs. Oudenarde (owtuall') thread,

25. Item 4V2 lbs. Oudenarde thread, 25. 8d.  Item  11 dozen and  3  'loke rynges' of iron
for pouches, 3s.8d. Item 15 single girdles of worsted course, 6d.  Item  half  a  gross
hatbands, 6d. Item 2% dozen of half-penny ware girdles of black thread, 5d. Item  2
lbs. Bruges thread blue, 12d. Item 6 dozen and  a  half 'perser' blades of iron, 7d. Item

3  great gross and  2  single gross of shoe  laces, 65.  Item  a timber of grey furs, Ss.  Item
6  sort and  2  'tabaret pypis', 25. 2d.  Item  12 pair of stirrups of the old fashion, 25.  Item
6 presses for kerchiefs, 4s. 4d. [Item] [missing] '/2 dozen rasors fine, 55. [Item]

[missing] dozen rasors of the middle sort, 135. 4d.  [Item] [missing] dozen rasors
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course, 43. [Item] [missing] 2  dicker half of 'prag" rasors, 3s. 4d.  Item  16 pair of fine

spurs, 3s. 4d.  Item 4  daggers, 3s. 4d. Item 15 coffers 'cald ye kow and the  calffe', 5s.

8d.  Item  a London forcer, 6d. Item  3  pair of course spurs, 3d. Item 18 bits for

bridles, 55. 6d. Item  3  dozen and  2  pouches with double rings, 155.  Item  5 dozen and
8 pouches middle, 65. 8d. Item 42 pouches course, 135. 4d. Item 5 pouches feeble,

25.  Item  8 pouches of the middle sort, 5s.  Item 7  pouches of the  best  sort, 4s. 6d.

Item 3  dozen  small  pouches for children, 45.  Item  3  dozen of the least sort pouches,

55. Item 3 dozen  Thaxsted knives, 14d. Item  2  dozen of Brussels knives, 12d. [Item]

28,000  bone beads red and black, 16s. 8d.  [Item] 38,000 of red bone beads  205.

[Item] 30,000 of red and black bone beads, 105. [m. 3] Item 24,000 of red and black

bone beads, 45. Item 20,000  black  bone beads, 35. 4d. Item 120,000 black bone

beads, 15s. Item 10,000 of red bone beads of the  least  son, 15d. Item 18,000 small
bugle beads, 25. 4d. Item  4,000  of counterfeit jasper, 16d.  Item 18,000  and 200
counterfeit jasper of the least sort, 6s. Item 4'/2 gross penny ware bone beads, 165.

8d.  Item  a gross half-penny ware bone beads, 20d. Item 2'/2 gross of small bone

beads, 35. 6d. Item  2,000  of small green glass beads, 2d.  Item  20,500 of glass beads
of divers colours, 3s. Item 150 of small farthing-ware combs, 15d. Item 300 of half-

penny ware combs, 5s.  Item  175 of middle combs,"z 25. 4d.  Item  11 girdles of penny
ware of red leather, 6d.  Item  5,500 of speckled blue gauds (gawdies), 16d.  Item

1,500 of counterfeit jasper gauds, 4d. [Item] 2,000  of small counterfeit 'castadons',
4d. Item  a 1,000  gauds of blue glass, 4d.  Item a case  of half-penny ware combs, 405.

Item 6  dozen of half-penny ware tree  beads, 18d.  Item 2  gross and 7 dozen of  half-
penny ware maslin (meslyn) beads, 8s. Item  a  gross of penny ware tree beads, 45.

Item  3[?] gross and 7 dozen of maslin beads, 13s. 4d. Item 13 dozen of coloured

combs, 25. 2d.  Item  29 dozen of box beads, 35. 4d. Item 11 dozen maslin beads

unsorted, 4s. 6d. Item  6  dozen pen-cases painted, 6d.  Item half  21 lb. stringing thread,
3d. Item 5 dozen and a  half  speckled beads, 12d.  Item  7 gross and  a  half of ink
horns, 23s. 4d.  Item 3  gross and a half spectacles, 205.  Item  2  gross and  7  dozen of

bugle  beads, 14s.  6d. Item  6,000  of small gauds of blue  colour, 2s. Item 4,500 of

small bone beads, 18d. [Item] a  gross of 'throw' laces of  thread, 16d. [Item] 8,500 of

glass blue  gauds, 25. 6d.  [Item] 9,000 of course  London  pins, 35. 4d. [Item] 2  gross

of glasses, 8s. 3V2 dozen course penny ware glasses, 14d.  Item  5 dozen of course
half-penny ware glasses, 15d. Item a dozen half-penny ware glasses feeble, 2d.  Item
'in geatt bedes' great and small of divers sorts, £3 33. 4d.  Item  a cross of latten in  a
case of leather, 6s. 8d.  Item a  flat chest for ware and a 'layn" chest with  2 little  chests

and other lumber, price of all, 205.  Item  a  hanging candlestick of latten, 8d.
Total  £54  145.  11d.

In the Cellar

Item in battery ware, 'bashron and cropp" weighing 22 C. 34 lbs at 335.  4d., total £37
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3s. 4d. Item in latten basins plain hollow, weighing half C.93 at 5d., 285. 4d.  [Item] in

latten counterfeit basins [missing] 3V2 C. at 5d., total  £8 33. 4d. [Item] [missing] bag

with counters weighing 48 lbs at  5d., 245.  [Item] [missing] dog-iron weighing 2  C.

at  45., total  85. Item 24 red hides, 'le hyd at‘ 5d., total  £6 [m. 4] Item  3  bales of

'rowght galles', weighing 11 C. 16 lbs. at  185. the C., £9  185. Item in Cologne hemp

3% C. 3lbs. at  155.,  total 495. Item  a  beam of iron with a pair of scales of tree,  13s.

4d. Item in lead weights and latten weights 3% C. at 45. 4d., 145. 1d. Item  2  poles,

8d.

Total  £68 25 Id.

In the Shop with Mercery Ware

10 pieces camlets and  a  half of black at 145., total  £7 75.  Item  10 yards and quarter

of  black  satin fine, at 93.,  total  £4 13s. 4d. Item 8 yards  3  quarters of black satin at

43., total 355.  Item 13 yards quarter, half  of black satin, at 3s. 4d., total  445.  7d.

[Item] a yard and '/2 black satin, 25. 6d.  Item 2  piece lawn of one sort, 405.  [Item] a

piece '/2 lawn of one sort, 245.  Item  a  piece lawn, 305.  Item  a  piece holland
containing 25% ells, at 11d., total  235.  1'/2d. Item 27 ells holland, at 12d., total 275.

Item  2  piece holland containing 61 '/2 ells at  12d., total  £3 6d. Item 14'/2 ells holland,

at 10d., total 125. 1d. Item  3  piece holland containing 94'/2 ells at 9d., total £3 10$
10'/zd. Item  4  piece holland containing 132'/2 ells, at 6d., total  £3 65. 3d. Item  4  piece

holland containing 109% ells, at  5d., total 455. 8d. Item  a  piece holland containing
28% ells at 5d, total lls. 9%d.  Item  a piece holland containing 11% ells at 5d., total

45. 10'/2d. Item  2  piece holland containing 29 ells at 7d, total  265. 11d.  Item  a piece
'hastred' containing 62 ells at 5d., total  255.  10d.  Item  21 piece 'hastred' containing 92

ells at 5d., total  265. Item a piece 'hastred' containing 31% ells at 5d, total 135. 1%d.
Item  a  piece 'hastred' containing 22% ells at 5d, total  95. 5'/2d. Item 14'/2 ells 'hastred'

at 5d, total 65. 0'/2d. Item  2  piece ghentish cloth containing 99% ells at 4d., total  335.
3d. Item  4  piece of broad  'busk' containing l65'/2 ells at  4d., total  £3 22d. Item 16

piece narrow (straytt) busk containing 616%  ells at 3d., £9 45. Item  2  remnants of

barras canvas containing 44% ells at 3'/2d., total  125. 11'/2d. Item  6  piece says

domicks of divers colours, the piece 10s., total  £3.  Item 3  piece  says  domicks of

divers colours at 65. 8d., total  205.  Item  4  piece hemp cloth (tukkes) black at 105.,

total 403.  Item  5'/2 piece fustians coloured at  105.  the piece, total  25s.  Item  3  piece
short green 'bukesse' at  14d., total 33. 6d. Item 24 piece buckrams (bokrams) long,

black, Bruges, total of all [blank].  Item  5 rolls black buckrams, 125.  9‘/2d.  Item 16

piece black buckrams long, £3 95. 10d.  Item 2  'halfe  pece  bultell Raviell", 7s. 4d.

Item '/2 piece of white Osnaburg (osborows), 65. Item 3 counterpanes

(counterpoynttes) of tapestry verdure of  3  [5 deleted] ells, at 155 the piece,” total

455.  Item 4  counterpanes tapestry of divers sorts at 125., total  485.  Item  6  cushion

cloths of tapestry verdure, 12s. Item  a  cradle cloth of tapestry verdure, 25. Item  6
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cushion cloths of tapestry verdure course, 33. 8d. Item 6 cushion cloths of tapestry

verdure middle, 55. 6d. Item  6  cushion cloths of  tapestry verdure, 45. Item 6 cushion

cloths of tapestry verdure, 3s. 4d. Item 2V2 dozen of brazil (brassell') leather” at 105.

Item 148 bundles of brown paper at 10d., total £6 35. 4d.  Item  8  dozen large maslin

beads at 8d., total  Ss. 4d.  Item  2  gross and  3  dozen maslin heads at 8d., total 18s.
Item 1'/2 gross maslin beads at 5d., total 75. 6d. Item a gross and  9  dozen maslin

beads at 6d., 105. 6d. Item  2  gross and 3 dozen maslin  beads  at  5d., total 11s. 3d.

Item  3'/2 gross maslin heads at  4d., 145.  Item 4  gross and  2 dozen  maslin beads at

3d., total 125.6d.  Item 3  gross maslin beads at 2'/2d., total  75. 6d. Item 7 lbs. of

cross-bow thread at 4d., total 25. 4d. Item in Flanders laces  8  great gross and  4  single

gross, total £3 45.  Item  in pouches of leather and buckrams  5  dozen at 6d., total  305.-
Item 21bs. of blue Cologne thread, 15d. Item  3  piece of long black buckrams at 5s.,

total  155. Item 14 gross of worsted  laces  of divers colours, 14s. Item 12,000

Flanders pins, 45. Item  a  great gross thread laces of divers colour, 85. [m. 5] Item 12
yards camlet red at 35. 4d., total  40s.  Item 3% yards camlet purple at 35. 4d., total

12s. 6d. Item 5% yards camlet crimson at 35., total 155. 9d.  Item  8% yards camlet
black at 3s., total  24s. 9d. Item 13 yards camlet tawney at  35., total  505.  6d.  Item

12% yards camlet russet at  33., total 385. 3d. Item 14 yards of camlet changeable at
35., total  425.

Total £11 35. 9'/2d.
Item  3% yards taffata changeable at  25., total 75. 6d.  Item  23 yards  taffata
changeable at 2s., total  465.  Item  12'/2 yards taffata changeable at 2s. 4d., total
295.  2d.

Total £4 25. 8d.
Item  23% yards  tawny damask at 55., total £5 16$. 10'/2d.

Total  £5 16s 10'/2d.
Item  21 bale madder weighing 7  C. 11 lbs. at 265. 8d., total  £9 95. 2d.  Item  21 bale
madder weighing 8  C. 39 lbs. at 243., total  £9 18s. 8d. Item  a  Legend Auria  [sic]" in
paper printed in English, 15s.

Total  £20 23. 10d.
Total£141  155. 7'/2d."7

[m. 6] - In the Red Shop

Item 10 great gross points unmade of one sort at 105., total £5. Item  4  great gross

points unmade of one sort at  85., total 32s. Item 6 great gross points unmade and 11

single gross at 7s., total 483. 5d.  Item  17 gross points at 7d., total 9s.  11d.  Item 18
gross points at 6d., total 95. Item  2  gross points at 5d., total 10d. Item  3  great  gross

cheverel points unmade and  4  single gross at 11d., total 36s. 8d. Item  3  single gross

points at 11d., total 25. 9d. Item  3  course gross  [sic] points of cheverel at 5d., total
15d. Item  8  great gross cheverel  points  made at 133., total  £5 4s.  Item  12 single gross
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points fine at 15d., total 15s.  Item 7  great gross points and  4  single gross at 14d.,

total £5 2s 8d.  [sic].  Item 3'/2 great gross points at 125., total  425. Item 4  great gross

points and  4  single gross at 8'/2d., total  36s. 10d. [sic]. Item  2  great gross points and

10 single gross at 103., total 285.  [sic]. Item  3  great gross points at 105., total  305.
Item  3  great gross points and 8 single gross at 65. 6d., total 235 10d.  [sic].  Item 2
gross short laces, 65. 8d.  Item 2  gross long laces, 105.  Item  1 great gross and  a  half

points, 15s.  Item  18 dozen half-penny ware purses at 2'/2d., 3s. 9d. Item 1'/2 dozen

women purses of one sort at  25., total 35. Item  3  dozen round 'takett' purses of one

sort at 16d., total  45. 2d.  [sic].  Item 14 Bristol bags at 6d., total  7s.  Item  17 Bristol

bags at 5d., total 75. 7d.  Item  9 Bristol  bags  at 3d., total  35. Item 16 Bristol bags at

3d., total  35. 9d. Item 20 Bristol bags at 3d., total  55. Item 11 'burdus' purses, 11s.

Item  2  plain purses, 18d.  Item  19 women purses at 5d., total 85. 3d. Item 22 women

purses at  4d., total 75. 4d. Item  2  purses, 10d.  Item  8  round  'takett' purses, 2s. Item 5

women purses, 15d.  Item  5 of three-quartered 'key thonges', 20d. Item  a  'key thong

kevid' at 3d.  Item  7 'keythonges', 7d.  Item 9  dozen small jacks, 9d.  Item 7 dozen

women purses unmade at 20d., total  11s.  8d.  Item  3V2 dozen  cheverel gloves at 2s.
6d., total  8s. 9d. Item 10 dozen  'tosydes‘ cheverel skins at 25. 6d., total  25s. Item  a

dozen and 7 cheverel skins of murray, 3s. 10'/2d.  Item  23 dozen cheverel skins of

divers colours at  25., total 465. Item 7 goats skins at 10d., total  5s. 10d.  Item 2  goats
skins, 12d. Item 3  buckskins, 18d. Item  4  dozen and  4  skins of red leather and black,

10s. 10d.  Item  9  dozen 'asoid' sheep leather red for points at 2s., total  185. Item  40

lbs nailing ware (nalyng wer') at 5d., total 165. 8d. Item in point-makers' plate latten

weighing 5V2 cwt. at  335.  4d., total £9 35. 4d. [m. 7] Item  in brazil, 100 quarters 19

lbs.” at 14d., total  £9 Ss.  10d.  Item  2  ambries (almeris) for ware, 103.  Item  3  flat

ware chest with  3  lids (ledes), 35.  Item  21 flatware chest with  2  lids broken, 12d.  Item

a 'layne' chest with other lumber, 14d. Item  2  dozen thread for laces, 85. Item a

hanging candlestick of latten, 6d. Item  a  pair of balances (ballandes), 6d.
Total  £83 95. 11'/2d.

In the Inner White Warehouse”

Item 32 C. kids  [sic] and  4  dozen tawed at 105., total £16 4s.  Item  11 dozen lambs

leather at 12d., total 115. Item  4  C. 'arved' sheep leather and  9  dozen at 18d., total £3

135. 6d.  [sic].  Item 10 course 'arved' buckskins at  4d., total 35. 4d.  Item 3  buckskins
'grand', 25. Item  4  course doeskins 'arvid', 8d. [Item] [a deletion?] 3  dozen broken

calves skins, 16d.  Item 3  large calves skins, 10d. In the Outer White Warehouse, in

goats skins 12 C. and a  dozen, £24 4s.  Item  in lambs skins 16 dozen at 16d., total

215.  4d.  Item  2'/2 C. of 'reffus grand‘ leather, 255.  Item in Holland flax 3V2 C. 3 lbs.,

495. 4d.

Total £49 165. 4d.
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In the Garret

Item  3  harness complete and  a  breastplate 'of the old  tum' feeble, 33s.  4d.  Item  in

packing ropes and great and small, 5s. Item  a  cheese rack, 4  tubs 'with  other  lumbre', 25.

Total  405.  4d.

In the  Bake  House

Item 21 kneading trough,  2  bins, a great bowl, a  rack, a  peel, a  sieve with other

lumber, 55.

Total  5s.

In the Parlour

Item  6 costerings great and small of green worsted and  3  pageants stained of divers

stories, 7s. 6d. Item  4  bankers of woollen of divers colours, 35. 4d. Item 6 cushions

of tapestry of Holland making, 65. 8d.  Item  a red cushion covered with leather, 6d.

Item  a  folding table  of Spruce making, 65. Item  a  joined  table  and  a  pair of trestles

with mark of 1,'°° 65. 8d.  Item  5  joined forms with mark of 1, 43. Item a  little  old

chest, 2d.  Item  a turned chair, 5d.  Item a  round chair joined, 12d. Item a little

cupboard, 12d. Item a folding chair, 6d. Item a pair of playing tables, 4d.  Item  :1 fire

pan of iron, 3s. 4d.  Item  a hanging beam  of latten, 105. Item  2  quart  pots  of pewter,

10d.  Item a little  pot of latten, 8d.  Item  'a  Policronycan  in paper prynttid, ffebyll in

2ndo  folio  a plyid  '  ', 65.  8d.'°'
Total  555.  7d.

In the Hall

Item  4  costerings bastard stained  with  imagery and scriptures, 65. Item a cupboard

with  a  'hawnse', 14d.  Item a  square chair joined feeble, 6d. Item  a  joined form, 8d.

Item 4  joined stools, 16d.  Item a  primer in 2ndo  folio  justificata, 20d.  Item a  pair of

andirons, 45. Item  6  battle  axes  and a Normandy bill, 65. 8d. Item a hanging beam  of

tree  with 5 sockets (noyssiz) of latten, 3s.  Item a  round  trough  (trow) of lead, 6d.

[m. 8] Item a bushell [lost in stitching of membranes].

Total  255. 11d.

In the Kitchen

Item a  pot of brass with  mark  of 1, 85. 4d.  Item  a pot of brass with mark of 2, 3s. 8d.

Item  a pot of brass with mark of 3, 3s. 4d. Item  a  pot of brass with mark of 4, 25.

Item a  pot of brass with mark of 5, 22d.  Item a  pot of brass with mark of 6, 20d.  Item

a  pot of brass with mark of 7, 18d.  Item a pot of  brass  with mark of 8, 14d. Item  a  pot

of brass with mark of 9, 12d.  Item  a pot of brass with mark of 10, 35. 4d.  Item a  pot

of brass with  mark  of 11, 25. 6d. Item  a  pot of brass with mark of 12, 2s.  Item  a

posnet with a star (stell'), 12d. Item a great 'frutter chaffer' of brass, 14d. Item  2
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water chafers of brass, 3s. 4d. Item  9  pans of brass great and small  feeble,  16s. 8d.

Item a kettle  of brass, 12d.  Item  a nailed  kettle  of brass, 3s. 4d. Item  2  chafing dishes
of latten, 18d.  Item  a  hanging laver of latten, 20d.  Item  a  ladle and  a  scummer of
latten, 8d. Item  a  pair of racks, a pair of cob irons, 6  spits, 4  trivets,  a  pair of pot
hooks, a  gridiron, a fire pan, a  pair of  tongs, 2  dripping pans, price of all, 105.  Item  a
glaive (sclyffe) and a  flesh  hook of iron, 2d. Item  2  dressing knives and a leeching
knife, 12d.  Item  2  mortars of brass with a pestle of iron, 65.  Item  a  little  mortar of

stone with  a  pestle of tree, 16d. Item  a  water cistern of lead, 165.  Item  3  water

tankcrds, 3s. 4d.  Item a  bread grater (gratt), 3d. Item a tub with  2  bolts (boldes) and

other  lumber, 16d.  Item a  leather bottle, 5d.

Total  £5 45. 6d.

In the  Buttery
Item  3  basins with  3  ewers of latten counterfeit, 65.  Item 2  basins and  a  ewer of

latten plain, 25. 6d. Item 6 hollow basins of latten, 4s.  Item 2  chaffing dishes of

latten, 3s. 4d. Item  4  'beld' candlesticks of latten, 25. 8d.  Item  24 candlesticks of

latten of divers sorts, 3s. 6d.  Item a  lamp candlestick of latten, 12d.  Item a  pricket

(pricked) candlestick of latten, 12d. Item a colander of latten, 6d.  Item  in pewter, 4
pottles, 5 quarts, 2  pints, 2  half-pints, 3  salts, 2  hollow  basins, of pewter, a  mustard

pot, price of all, 105.  Item 2V2 garnishes of pewter vessels, 403.  Item  a  ambry

(almerc), a bread  bin, a  powdering tub, a  bread chest, 6 shelves cloths, price of all,

25. 6d.  Item 2 quart pots  of pewter, 10d.

Total  £3 18s. 10d.

The  Plate  with Other Jewels
Item 21 standing cup with  a  cover plain gilt, weighing 22% [ounces] at 35. 8d., total
£4 35. 5d.  Item a  standing cup plain gilt with a cover, weighing 23% ounces at 3s.
8d., total  £4 55. 3d.  Item a  standing cup with  a  cover gilt chased pounced (puncti),

weighing 221/2  ounces at 3s. 8d., total  £4 25. 6d.  Item 3  plain bowls with a cover gilt

weighing 76 ounces at  4s., total  £15 4d. Item  a  standing cup with a cover chased

with a  star  gilt, weighing 22 ounces at 35. 6d., total £3 17s.  Item a  little standing cup
chased gadroon (godrend), weighing 6% ounces at 35.  6d., total  23s. 6‘/2d.  Item  a

standing plain cup with  a  cover parcel  gilt, weighing 29 ounces at 35. 3d., total £4
14s. 3d.  Item a  standing plain cup with  a  cover parcel  gilt, weighing 13 ounces at 35.

3d., total  425.  3d. Item a standing cup with  a  cover parcel gilt, weighing 14%  ounces

at 35. 2d.,“total  46s.  8'/2d. Item a bowl with  a  cover chased with honeysuckles parcel

gilt, weighing 193/4  ounces at 35. 3d., total £3 45.  l‘/2d. Item  8 goblets of  divers  sorts

parcel  gilt, weighing 33% ounces at 35. 3d., total  £5 9s.  10‘/2d. [m. 9] Item  2  plain
bowls of divers sorts, weighing 21 ounces at 35. 2d., total £3 65. 6d. Item  2  salts with

a  cover half gilt chased with pineapples, weighing 50% ounces at 3s. 5d., total  £8
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11s. 8%d.  Item 2 salts  with  a cover  parcel gilt chased with honeysuckles, weighing

28 ounces at 35. 3d.,  total  £4 115. Item  a square  salt  parcel  gilt, weighing 11%
ounces at 35. 2d., total  355.  7d.  Item 2  plain quart  pots  parcel gilt, weighing 36'/2

ounces at 35. 4d., total £6 20d.  Item  10 spoons with acorns, weighing 123/;  ounces at

35.  2d., total 415.  6d.  Item  2  dozen and  8  spoons of divers  sorts, weighing 32%

ounces at 35.  2d., total £5 25. 1'/2d.  Item a  standing black nut with a cover gilt,

weighing 50'/2 ounces at 35. 6d., total  [£]8  165.  9d.  Item a  standing black nut with a

cover gilt, weighing 22 ounces at 35. 4d., total £3 95. 8d.  Item a  standing mazer gilt,

weighing 15 ounces at 3s., total  455.  Item  a  standing mazer gilt, weighing 6%

ounces at 35., total  203.  3d. Item  a  'stangr" mazer gilt, weighing 8  ounces at 25. 8d.,

total  215.  4d. Item  2  large mazers, weighing 16 ounces at 25. 8d, total  423.  8d. Item  2
little mazers, weighing 5% ounces at 35., total 17s. 3d. Item 3 little mazers with

single bands, weighing 10 ounces at  25., total  205.  Item  a black  'pawner" with silver

rings, 20s.  Item  a  collar of silver, weighing 3% ounces at 3s. 2d., total 12s. 2'/2d.

Item a mazer  band, weighing 2% ounces at 3s. 2d., total 75. 11d.‘02 Item a primer

clasped with  silver, in 2ndo  folio  minus tecum, 205.” Item in ready money

numbered at the time of his decease, £101 165. 5d. Item  a  pair of carving knives and

a trencher knives  [sic] feeble, 45.  Item 2  gold rings, weighing '/20unce and 1%; at  26s.
8d., total  43s.  4d.'°‘

Total  £209 165. I'Ad.

In the Plate Chamber

Item  8  dozen  table  glasses of the least sort at 20d., total  135.  4d. Item  5  dozen and 9

table  glasses of the large sort at  25., total 115. 6d. Item  a  dozen folding tables  glasses

at 16d., total 165.  Item  a large folding table  glass, Ss.  Item  18 round middle glasses,

6s. 8d. Item 6 great round glasses, 4s.  Item  6  round glasses of the large  sort  at 85.

Item  3  dozen  glasses of the round sort, 6s.  Item  5  glasses of a larger sort, 20d.  Item

35 embroidered bags at 6d., total 175. 6d. Item 23 locked bags, 8s. 4d. Item  3

costerings bastard stained with imagery, 33.  Item  a little flat chest, 12d. Item a press

board  and a shelf board, 10d.  Item a  'farse', a  harp and  a  hamper, all broken, 12d.
Total  £5 3s. 10d.

[m. 10] In the Chief Chamber

Item a celure and a tester with  3  curtains of divers sorts stained and  4  costerings of

the  same, price of all, 135. 4d. Item a feather bed with the bolster with mark of 1,

305.  Item  a mattress with mark of 1, 20d. Item  a  pair of  blankets  with mark of l, 25.

8d.  Item a  white  coverlet, 20d. Item  a  counterpane (counterpoynt) of tapestry with

imagery, 13s. 4d.  Item  a counterpane of tapestry verdure, 16s. 8d.  Item  2  pillows

with mark of 1, 55. Item a cupboard, 14d.  Item a  little chest bound with iron and

covered with leather, 3s. 4d. Item  a  pan of brass, 3s. 4d. Item  a  running bed and a
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standing bed, 35.  Item  a 'pyll" of troy weight of brass, 6s. 8d.
Total  £5  22d.

Gowns with Other Garments

Item a  violet  gown  furrcd with martens, 325.  Item  a violet  gown  furred with  manens,

185.  Item a  blue  gown  furred with martcns, 13s. 4d. Item  a  russet gown furred with
Irish  lamb, 16s. 4d. Item  a  blue  gown  lined with woollen, 125.  Item 21 short crimson

gown lined with blanket, 105.  Item a murrey gown lined with black woollen cloth

short, 55.  Item a  short musterdevillers single  gown, 25. 8d. Item a doublet of green
worsted, 45.  Item a  doublet of  tawny leather, 3s. 4d.  Item 2  scarlet hoods, 6s.

Total  £6 35.

In the Paved Chamber

-  Item  a  celure and a tester with  3  curtains of green  buckrams  and  6  costcrings

painted, price of all 135. 4d.  Item  a  featherbed with the bolster with markof 2, 145.
Item  a pair  of blankets with mark of 2, 25.  Item a  coverlet of white, 16d. Item  a

coverlet of green feeble, 2s. Item  a  coverlet of red twill (tweyll'), 25. 8d.  Item  a

mattress  with  mark  of 2, 20d.  Item a  mattress with mark of 3, 14d.  Item  a pair of

blankets with mark of 3, 16d. Item  a  covcrlet of yellow with works, 12d. Item  a

cupboard, 8d.  Item  a standing bed and  a  form and  a  running bed, 35. Item a flat chest

with mark of 2, 3s. 4d.  Item  21 flat chest  with  mark of 3, 4s.  Item a  holy water stoop
of pewter, 3d. ‘

Total 515.  9d.

In Belle Dame's (Beldames) Chamber

Item  21 celure and  a  tester, 3  costerings  painted  and  2  curtains of green buckrams

with  a  pageant stained, price of all, 65. 8d. Item  a  counterpane of tapestry verdure,
13s. 4d. Item  a  featherbed with the bolster with mark of 3, 13s. 4d. Item  a  featherd

with the bolster with mark of 4, 6s. Item a pair of  blankets  with mark of 4, 25. 4d.

Item a  mattress with mark of 4, 2s. Item a chest with  mark  of 4, 35.  Item  a  feeble

cupboard, 6d.  Item  a pair of bed boards and  a  form, 20d.
Total 495.  10d.

In the Press Chamber

Item a che[st]'°’ with mark of 5, 25.  Item a  chest with mark of 5, 2s. 6d.  Item  a chest

with mark of 5, 12d. Item a square  stool, [blank]. Item a  cheese  (chessc) rack with  a

shelf  board, 8d.  Item  3  painted cloths, 2s. Item a gestron 'of  mayll", 35.  Item 3  pair of
gussets (gouscttes) of mail, 55. Item  2 'fandarttes  of mayll", 35. 4d.  Item 4  pair of

blankets with  mark  of 5, 125.

Total 375.
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[m. 11] N  apery Diaper
Item a  board  cloth  of diaper with mark of 1 containing in length 5V2 yards, 5s. 6d.

Item  a board cloth of diaper with mark of  2  containing in length  7  yards, 85. Item  a

board cloth of diaper with mark of  3  containing in length 5% yards, 5s.  Item a  board

cloth  of diaper with mark of  4  containing in length  6  yards, 6s. 8d. Item  a  board

cloth of diaper with mark of 5 containing in length  6  yards, 65.  Item  a  board cloth  of

diaper with nfark of 6 containing in length  5  yards, 35. 4d.  Item a  board  cloth  of

diaper with mark of  7  containing in length  3  yards, 12d. Item  a  towel of diaper with
mark  of 1 containing in length 14 yards, 10s.  Item  a towel of diaper with mark of  2
containing in length 12 yards, 8s. Item a towel of diaper with mark of  3  containing in
length 12'/2 yards, 85. 8d.  Item  a towel of diaper with  mark  of  4  containing in  length

10 yards, 65. 8d. Item 12 napkins diaper in  2  piece, Ss.  Item  12 napkins diaper with
mark of 1, 3s. 4d. Item 12 napkins diaper with mark of 2, 35.  Item  12 napkins diaper

with mark of 3, 2s. 2d. Item  2 little  towels diaper with mark of 1, 8d.  Item  a towel of
diaper with black 'mylynges', 12d.  Item 2  cupboard  cloths  diaper with mark of 1,

16d. Item  a  towel of diaper containing 4  yards, 25.

Total  £4 95.

Plain Cloths

Item 2  board  cloths  plain with mark of 1, 25.  Item a  board cloth plain with mark of 2,

16d.  Item  a  board  cloth  plain with mark of 3, 10d. Item  a  board cloth plain with
mark of 4, 12d.  Item  5 board cloth with mark of 5, 6s. 8d. Item 21 towell plain with

mark of 1, 3s. 3d. Item  2  dozen napkins plain in 'holl' perss", 5s. Item  4 cupboard
cloths  with mark of 1, 16d. Item  a board  cloth  plain with mark of 6, 8d.  Item  14 little
towells plain with mark of 2, 8s. 4d.

Total  30s. 8d.

Sheets

Item 6  pair of  sheets with markof l, 165. 8d. Item  2  pair of sheets with  mark  of 2, 8s.
Item  3  pair of sheets with  mark  of 3, 105.  Item  3  head  sheets  and  a  bearing sheet  with
mark of 4, 7s. 4d. Item 17 pair of Burgundy (burgone) sheets, 30s.Item  13 pair of
Burgundy sheets, 21s. 6d.  Item  5 pair of packing sheets, 65. 8d.  Item 2  pair of
Burgundy sheets, 4s. Item 14 pillow beres with mark of 1, 25. 6d. Item  8  pillow
beres with mark of 2, 4s. 6d.

Total  £5 lls. 2d.

[m. 12] '" Desperate Debts'“
Robert  Berthew, 20s.  Gudwyn of Tachame, 105.  8d. Thomas Sawser, 203.  John

Jakeleyn, 33s. 4d. William Smythe, £14.  Thomas  R0, £7 11s. 2d.  Stephen  Lambard,
£3 6s. 8d. John Holder, £24 6s. Richard Boklond, 3s. 4d. John Koke, 16s. William
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Banke, Sls. Richard  Tyffayn, 445.  Philip Kell, £7.  Thomas  Mone, £28 12s. William

Bowser knight, £5  14d.‘°" John  Whytt, 165. William Nandyk, 285.  John Thromton,

12s. Robert Kyrkame, 4s. 10d. William Pukrynges, 9s. 6d. Robert Berker, 135. 4d.

Richard Helwysse, £26 45. Thomas Pattyngchame, £4  12d.  Richard  Layton, 57s.  4d.

John Grenway, 10s. Robert Cossyn, 225.“ William Fyssher, 16s. Nicholas Claver,

£4  185.  3d. William Everyngame, Ss. John  Thorsby of [blank], 10s. William

Woheth, 35. Richard Petty, 2s. 8d. Alexander Norman, 4s. 4d.'°’ Jennet Metton, 27s.

William Helmes, 59s. William  Whytt, 35. Thomas Harton, 6s. 8d. Thomas Kok, 19s

7%d.  Robert Folke, 335.  9d. Elizabeth Wall, 175. William Tayllor, 205.  5d. John

Barbour, 5s. 4d. John Meryell, £4 7d. John Bennett, £17  125.  7d. [m. 13] Item

Richard Abrey, as it appeareth by divers parcells of his own hand writing, £273  25.

1d. Thomas Hobson and William Hobson, 10s. Richard Quarlay and John  Thomson,
£7 6d. John Palmer of [blank], 75. 6d. Robert Donyngton, £4 13s. 4d. Roger Rysley,

585.  4d. Wiliam Motherby, lls. 3d.  Thomas  Kantlow, 6s.“° Thomas  Hobard, 25.

2d.'” Ralph Mauley, 49s. 2d. John Sargantt, 203.  John Smyth, 37s. 5'/2d. Davy

Walkar, 55. John  Adam, 15s.  Harry Nassch, £6 14s 10%d. Thomas Gamard, 405.  8d.

John Botler, 26s. Humphrey Sweytkok, 203.  John Paye, £6 135. 4d. John Haryngton,

£6  125.  6d. John Clay, £14 12s. 2d. William Thombery, 6s. 8d. Thomas Freer, 33s.
2d. John Robynson, 6s. 3d. John Straytt, £9 1d. John van Myrthen, £3. William

Spenser, 18$. 10d. Harry Herryng, 155. John Frer', 25. 8d. Jennet Hempe, 25. 6d.

Harry Dee, 8s. Harry Gudman, 13s. 4d. Jeffrey Bayttman, 165.  Richard Wylbrand,

13s. 4d. William Palmer, 55. 4d. Nicholas Reve, 205.  Richard Wynter, £30. Saunder

Bowcher, 13s. 4d. William Gaylay, £7 11d. Richard Merthen of Shrewsbury, £10.

John Benson, 47s. 9d. Robert Thomson, 395. Richard Fyscher, 85. Roger Tryton,

253. 2d.  Thomas  Lowrans, £8 7d. Robert Spenser, 165. 6d. Piers  Smyth, 105. 4d.

William Abgrove, 16s. 4d. Richard Rodes, 28s. Richard Brand, 45. 5d. John

Gudwyn, 105. 8d. Harry Wreght, 465.  10d. Audes Brownyng, 305.  9d. King Edward

IV, £20 155.  9‘/2d.  King Richard, 145. Ralph Worsley, £150."2 John Collyns, £33 63.

8d. William Mosse, £20. John Brown, £25 10s. Christopher Allanson and John

Stevenson, 425.  8d. John Systoke, 265.  8d. Thomas Hayward, £133  6s. 8d."3 Richard

Kottynham and William Kyllyngham and Robert Kyllynham, £32 55. John Adam,

255.  3'/2d. Thomas Tone, £7. John  Gudwyn, 50s. John Bennett, 38s.  9d.

Total  of Desperate Debts, £1,004  135.  10d.

[m. 14] The Debts  that  John Skirwith owed at the decease of him.

William Longe, £17.  Robert Lucas and John Lucas, £20. Annes  Lucas, £20. William

Barly, £20.  John Han'yote, £22 6s. 8d."‘Roben Chapman, £13 105. John Deykyn,

£10 105. Roger Feld, £20. William Raynfforth, 6s.  4'/2d.  Nicholas Johanns, 17V2d.

John Pych, £4 12d. John Greffs wife, 4s. 1d. William Collynson, lls. 9d. To  a

Lumbard for brazil, £14.“‘ William Lambard, 205.”6 Thomas Davyson, 205.  William
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Dolfynby, 26s.  8d.'” John Peres, £3  135.  6d."8 William Penny, founder,  435.  3d.

John Blake, 275.  John Gudwyn, 42s.  John Wakrell,  165.  8d. Robert Ewell,  39s.[m.
15]”9 To Robert Bee, £5. To John Symson, 185.  4d. To John Dorsett, £7. To William

Pechard, £3. To  Thomas  Roger, £4. To  Thomas  Ward, £7 35. 4d. To  John Makyn,
205.  8d. To James Tayler, 8s. 9d. To Thomas London,  205.  To John Fynch, £4. To
Peter  Takke, 105.  7d. To  Sowthwod, 205.  To Master William Donthom,  405."°

Total £215  115. 1d.

Funeral  Expenses

Paid to priests, clerks n'nging of bells, his laystall (lystow) linen cloth and woollen,
bread and ale, wine, wax, and given to alms people, £20 35. 4d.

[m. 16] In  both  the Garrets

Item  3  mattress, 3  feeble coverlets,  a  pair of blankets,  3  bolsters,  4  pair of bed
boards,  a cage,  2  old mantles, with 'tubbes of treyng' and other lumber, price of all,

10s. 6d.

Total  105.  6d.

In the House at London Wall'“

Item  in middle wool, 15 packs at  505,  total £37  105. Item  in 'hyppe' wool,  2  packs at

20s., total  405.  Item  in summer fells, C.  4  dozen, £5 125.  Item  in 'pollers' fells, 7 C.  7

dozen, 4  fells at 20s., total  £7 14s. 8d. Item in the pits,  2  C. of rough kids at 13s. 4d.
Item in the pits, 31 C. and  6 dozen  pelts at 105., total £15 16s. Item  a  C. goats and  2
dozen in the pits at  305.  Item  12 stone of 'forsynges', 45.

Total  £71

In the White  Shop
Item  21 C. 7 dozen  goats  at 4d,  total  545  [sic].  Item  5  C. and  2'/z  dozen of 'arvid' sheep
leather, at 33s., total £7 17s. 6d.

Total £10 11s. 6d.

In the Hall
Item a  bag with Cologne hemp, weighing 3  C.  3  qr. at 165.,  total  £3.  Item 2  bags of
tucked (tuked) hemp feeble, weighing both  5 C.  3  qr. at 123.,  total  £3 9s.  Item a  bale
madder, weighing 8'/2 C. at 235. 4d., total £9 18s. 4d. Item  2  flat ware  chests,  85.
Item 20 baskets of goats' hair at  4d., total  65. 8d.  Item  21 low can (carre) with  4
wheels, 20d.  Item  a little bay horse, 13s. 4d.  Item 2  pair of  beams of iron  with 2  pair
of scales of tree and  6  C.  3  qr. weights, 46s. 8d.

Total  £20 35. 8d.
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In the Parlour
Item  a painted  cloth  and a costering of red worsted with  a  pageant stained,  20d.  Item
a table, a pair of trestles and  a  form, 2s.

Total  35. 8d.

[m.  17]’ In the Kitchen

Item  2  large vats, 2  troughs (trowiz),  2  tubs  and a water tin (tyne), price of all,  165.
8d. Item  a  water tankard, 12d. Item  2  brass  pots, 105. Item  a  posnet,  16d.  Item  a  grid
iron, 3d. Item a frying pan, 4d.  Item 2  trivets of iron, 12d. Item  a  brass pan standing
in the furnace (fomes), 35. 4d. Item  a  saw for  wood,  8d.

Total  345.  7d.

In the Buttery
Item 2  little pans of brass, 12d.  Item  in pewter, 6 platters, 3  dishes,  3  sawcers, 3s. 6d.
Item  a salt and a mustard pot of  pewter,  2d. Item  a  chaffing dish and  2  candlesticks
of latten, 10d. Item  a  cupboard, 14d.  Item  a  'shepe' chest, 2s. 4d.  Item a  yeoman
sallet, 16d.  Item  a flat chest, 25. 8d. Item in tubs, bowls and all other lumber about

the place, price of all, 35. 4d.
Total  165. 4d.

Item  a  bale  of fustians 'holmes' at £23 63. 8d.  Item  a  little dagger harnessed with
'  silver at 25. 6d. Item  a  velvet  tippet  well over-wom  feeble  at 16d.  Item a  jacket of

camlet  at 16d.
Total  £23 11s. 10d.

Hopeful Debts'22
William Layfell, 20s. Richard Kene's wife that was, 8s."3 Annes Marchand, 185.

John Grevis' wife, 26s. 8d. Alice Watter, 125.  William Skynner, £4. Thomas

Robynson, 215. 4d.  Ralph  Mere, 355.  John Clerke, 56s. 2d. John Syssett, £5.

William Morecroftt, 57s. 6'/2d. Edmond Hayward, 19s. 6d. John Bryane, £4 3s. 4d.
Robert Aborow, 26s.  8d. Harry Rypyeth, 47s. 2d.  Roger Hewett, 17s. 4d. Harry
Hopkyns, 3s. 6'/2d. John Lyddyatt, 17s. 8d. Roger Sakler, 155. 4d. Robert  Warren,
315.  3d. [m. 18] Richard Palmer, £3 10'/2d. Richard Thornton, 115. Charles Gregore,

24s.  2d. Robert Gregore, 14s.  John  Knyghton, 16s. 11d. Thomas Furbur, 37s.  8d.
Harry Freer, 4s. 6‘/2d.Thomas Shaw, 445.  10d. Thomas  Rede's wife, £8 15s. 9d.

Walter Rowge, 3s. 4d. John Burton, £5. Robert Collynson and Roland Collynson,
565.  William Eusdone, £3 45. 2d. John  Holgrave, £13 65. 8d.'" John  Small, 205.  Sir
John  Chavyngton  priest,  225.  4d. [m. 19] Adrian Petirson and Lawrence Osskyn of
Antwerp, in sterling money, £26 85. 11d. William  Stevynson, £4 5s. 4d.'” Richard
Dobbys, 29s. 4d.
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[in.  20]”6 Sum  Total  of all the Appraised  Goods, Ready Money and Hopeful Debts,
£988  25. 7%d.

[m. 21] Item a  single gross worsted girdles, 25. 6d.  Item  18 feeble hats of divers
colours, 4s. 4d. Item 18 gold skins at 5d., total  75. 6d.  Item a  ream of double  paper,
25. 6d. Item 6 new lanterns at  4d., total  2s.  Item  a Standish of lead, 3d.  Item  4  flat

ware  chests, 26s. 8d. Item  a  ladder, 4d.  Item  a  ride] and the  canvas  about the  shop,
2s. 8d.  Item a  ambry with  4  doors, 6s. 8d.  Item  21 pair of lb. balances, 8d.  Item a
hanging candlestick of laton, 10d. Item an old flat  chest, 6d.
[prick-holes along the edge of this  last  membrane  suggest that  one or more
membranes may be lost, or  that this  membrane is now out of sequence.]
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GLOSSARY

The modern word is first (if there is one), with the spelling of the ms. in brackets
after. Sources, other than the OED and  MED, are noted here or are to be found in

the endnotes.

aglets = the  metal  tag of  a  lace or point.
alkamine  (alcomyn) =  brass  or an alloy

resembling brass. For medieval  alloys
" see C.  Blair  and J. Blair, ‘Copper  alloys’,

in  English Medieval  Industries  (see  n.
13).

ambry (almere, almerie) =  a chest  or

cupboard for storage.
andirons  =  iron  support  for burning wood

in fireplace; firedogs.

‘arved’ or  ‘arvid’ of leather  =  unidentified;

a  process?
‘asoid shepleyther’ =

assayed?

balances  (balandes) =  a  pair  of  balances  or

scales. An ounce  size, a  quarter  [ounce],
a  half-pound  and  a  pound sizes occur.

bankers =  covering for bench or chair.
barras canvas, produced  in Holland.

‘bashron  and  cropp”: a  bashrone  =  kettle

unidentified;
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(OED);  also  a  measure  of battery ware.

Crop =  best quality tin-ore  (OED).
battery ware  (battry ware) =  articles of

metal  made  by hammering, especially
brass or copper.

bed:  running bed  =  one which is on wheels,
or  a  truckle bed?; standing bed  =  one
that is not?

held  (of candlesticks) =  bell-shaped or

balled,  polished.
beldames chamber  =  the chamber of the

mistress  of the house, of the widow in  this
case, or possibly that  of a mother-in-law.

bells:  sacring bells  =  bells rung at the
elevation of the  host; for timbrels

(tembres) =  for a percussion instrument

like a  tambourine.
blanket  =  a  woollen cloth  often  undyed.
bolt  (boldes) = fastening for  door,  etc.
box  =  wood  of  boxtree.

brazil  (brassell’) =  dye-wood  giving a  red
colour.

bracer  (brassor) =  brace, strap or  thong,
usually given here as  made  of leather.

brigandines  (briganders) =  a  light  body
armour consisting of  a  front  and back
piece, hence  they were sold as pairs;
quilted, with pieces of  metal  inserted in
the stuffing.

Brussels  (brushell) =  made in  Brussels.
buckram  (bokeram, bokrams,  buckrames)

=  a  robust  cotton  originally made at

Bukhara  and by this  date  made in e.g.
Cyprus and Italy, see M.F.  Mazzaoui,

The  Italian Cotton  Industry in the  Later

Middle Ages,  Cambridge  1981;  sold in
the piece or roll; either  ‘long’ or  ‘short’;

used for bedspreads, banners, linings.
buckskin  =  deerskin  prepared  by oil or

alum process  with  suede finish.
bugle = tube-shaped  glass bead, usually

black.
‘bukesse' =  a  cloth, probably a linen  or

cotton.
bultel  (bultell’) = linen  cloth used  for

sifting flour,  and  also  for  coarse
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clothing; ‘bultell’ Raviell" unidentified,

probably a  place.
‘burdus’, see under purse.

Burgundy (burgone) =  made in the
domains of the  duke  of Burgundy.

busk =  coarse linen used for lining and
stiffening, and for table linen.

C =  centum,  etc.  A  measure of weight or

number  varying with commodity. For
details see  Cobb,  Overseas  Trade  (see 11.

66),  p. 176.
camlet  =  cloth  made from wool, silk, or

wool and silk together.

car (a low can-e) =  a  wheeled cart.

castadons  =  agate  or chalcedony,  a semi-
precious stone.

celure  (celour) =  canopy covering a  bed;
and see  tester.

chafer  (chaffer) =  a vessel  for heating; a

chaffing dish; a  ‘ffrutter chaffer’ =
unidentified, a dish for  heating fruit

dishes or  competes?
changeable  =  used  to describe  a  cloth,

woven  with a  different colour for the
warp and the weft, which  changed  its

colour  when  viewed from different
angles; especially effective  with  a  silk
such as taffeta.

chest =  box or  coffer;  several types occur:
‘layne’ chest  =  unidentified, one for
lawn?; ‘shepe’ chest  =  for use aboard

ship; flat chest  =  one for storing things
flat?

cheverel  (cheverell)  =  kid,  young goat.

clout  (clowtte) =  a  scrap or piece of  cloth;

pins, for  example, were sold  by a
particular number pinned to  a  clout.

cob  irons  (cobyrons) =  irons which support
a  spit.

coffin paper  (coffyn) =  paper used for
making comets to  wrap goods  like  spices
or beads, or for lining pastry cases (called
coffins), or to line  chests  and drawers?

costering (costryng) =  hanging or  curtain;  a
‘bastard’ variety stained with imagery
also  occurs.



counterfeit  =  imitation; also  decorated or
fashioned at this date, see Blair and
Blair, ‘Copper alloys', p. 98, cited under

‘alkamine' above.
counterpoint = counterpane, bedspread.
counters  =  round pieces of  metal, etc., used

in arithmetic.

course  (cowrs, kours) =  ordinary, standard

type. See OED under  ‘course’ (19), and
under ‘coarse.  This  word  occurs often
and in  many spellings.

cow and  calf  (of coffers) =  a matched set of

two, one larger than the  other.
cradle-cloth  =  spread or cover for  baby’s

cradle.
cushion-cloths  =  covers for cushions.
damask  =  a  self-patterned  silk  originally

produced at Damascus, but at this  date
from Italy.

diaper  =  linen woven with  a  small self-
pattem; with black ‘mylynges’ =  with  a
black embroidered edging?

dicker  =  ten, especially used of hides and
skins.

doeskin  = leather for gloves from  sheep or
lamb, produced by oil process.

dog-iron (doggon’) =  andiron  q.v.
dornick  (dornyk(es)) =  woollen cloth or

hangings  originally made at Doornik
(Tournay), Flanders; dornick say =  a
vadety of the cloth.

ell  :  English ell 45  inches; Flemish ell 27
inches.

‘fandarttes  of  mayll’ =  fan-plates, the
modern term for the fan-shaped wing
protecting the elbow or  knee  of the
armed  man.

farthing =  quarter  of  a  penny; farthing ware
(quarter ware) = goods  sold for  a

farthing; half-penny ware  (ob’ ware) and

penny ware (jd ware) also  occur.
‘farse’ =  farset, a small casket?.

forcer  (forser) = chest  or  casket; a  London

forcer  =  one made in London.
‘forsynges’ sold by stone;  probably a  type

of parchment from France, see MDD

forsijn,francjin.
fustian  (fosteanes, fustians) =  a  cloth  of

flax and  cotton; frequently used as  a

substitute for linen and defined as
mercery; made  especially in  southern
Germany and  Italy; sold by the  bale;

fustian  ‘holmes’ =  from Ulm, one of the
centres of its manufacture.

gadroon  (godrend) =  gadroon, convex
curves  joined at their ends to form  a
decorative pattern on gold and silver
plate.

galls  (galles) =  excrescence produced on
trees, especially the oak, used  to  give a

brown  dye; ‘rowght galles’ = wrought  or
prepared galls?

garnish  (of pewter) =  set of  vessels  for
table use.

gauds  (gawdies) =  large beads  used  to

decorate and mark off the  decades  of
aves  in rosaries.

gestron  (jestron) of mail  =  a  variety of
reinforced shirt or jacket made

predominantly of mail.
ghentish  (gentish) =  a  linen from  Ghent,

Flanders.
gilt  =  gilded, silver covered  with a  thin

layer of  gold; parcel gilt  =  partly gilt.
glaive?  (sclyffe) =  knife with cleaver-like

blade.
glasses  =  probably mirrors; several varieties

occur:  ‘table glasses’, ‘folding table
glasses' which may be mirrors set in
folding wooden frames, and  ‘great  round
glasses’.  See n. 63.

gussets  (gousettes of mail) =  patches sewn
to the arming doublet at the armpits, etc.

‘grand’ =  large, or grained?
‘grattes’ for ginger  =  graters?
grey =  the winter  back  skins of the  grey

squirrel.
gross  =  12 dozen  (144),  this is the single

dozen; a  great  gross  =  12 gross.
half-penny ware  (ob’ ware), see  farthing

ware.
‘hastred' (hastred, hawstred) =  a  linen
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cloth, frequently occurs  as  ‘hastry’;  the
place unidentified.

‘hawnse’ (or hawuse),  a  cupboard with  =

unidentified; with  a  handle,  flap,  lid or
lintel?

hemp =  textile fibre  made  from hemp plant;
tuke  (tukkes) =  hemp cloth;  tucked
(tuked) hemp =  dressed hemp.

holland = a  linen originally made in
Holland; napkins of ‘holl’ perss” =  dyed
a  deep blue?

jack  (jakke) =  sleeveless, defensive  jacket,
padded,  often  with metal plates in
padding; similar to bn'gandine.

jasper  =  precious stone of various colours.

jet (geatt) =  a  lignite capable of being
highly polished for  heads,  buttons,  etc.
See M.  Campbell,  ‘Gold. silver and
precious  stones’,  in  English Medieval
Industries  (see n. 13), p. 116.

‘kevid’ of  a  key thong = unidentified.
‘key henges’: unidentified
knives,  various  varieties  occur:  penknives;

knives made in Brussels, Flanders, and

Thaxsted, Essex; also  carving, dressing,
leeching and trencher knives for the
serving man, surgeon or  cook  and  a
glaive or cleaver.

laces:  ties of various lengths, made of
textile or  leather; ‘throw’ laces  =

presumably of thrown or twisted thread.
latten (latton) =  a  yellow metal alloy

similar to  brass.
[aver =  washing bowl.
lawn  =  a  fine linen.

laystall  (leystow) =  burial place.
‘loke rynges’ =  unidentified.
madder  =  dye-plant producing a  red  colour;

sold in bales.

marten  =  fur of the  marten.
maslin  (meslyn) =  a  kind of  brass;  used  for

beads in this inventory. See Blair and
Blair, ‘Copper  alloys’, pp.  81-82,  cited
under ‘alkamine’ above.

mazer  (maser) =  drinking cup without  a
foot,  made  of ‘mazer’ wood (a hard
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wood, usually maple);  ‘stangr  mazer’ =
clerical error for standing mazer, i.e. one
with a  foot?

mercery ware  =  silks, linen, fustian

worsted, bedding, and small  piece-

goods.

Milan :  made in Milan.
murrey (morray) =  mulberry coloured.
musterdevillers  =  a  woollen  cloth,  usually

a  grey-blue colour, originally from

Montvilliers, Normandy, but by this  date
also  made in England, e.g. at Colchester.

millings  (mylynges), see  diaper.
nailing ware (nalyng wer’) =  goods for

nailing aglets  to the leather points?
needles, several kinds  occur:  ‘bona' =  good

needles, or  a place  of origin?;  ‘solus’ =

from Solingen?; ‘swavesch” =  from

Swabia?;  Thomas  needles  =

unidentified; associated  with St Thomas?
Normandy bill =  an infantry weapon  with

spike and curved  cutting hook,  in this
case  of  a  type  used  in Normandy.

noses  (noyssiz) for  a hanging beam  =
probably sockets  for candles.

nut  =  coconut  cup.

Osnaburg (osborows) white = linen
originally from Osnabriick.

Oudenarde  (owtnall') thread  =  thread

made  in that  town  of Flanders.
pageants  (pagentes) =  stained  cloths,

decorated hangings painted  with  stories,

imitating the  more  expensive tapestries.

‘pawner, black  with  silver  rings’ =
unidentified;  a  pledge?

peel  (pele) =  a  shovel, e.g. for  a  baker.
penny ware, see  farthing ware.
‘perser’ blades of iron  =  unidentified;

probably a place name; piercer or  aw]?
pillow here =  pillow-case.
playing table  =  a  playing-board  for chess,  etc.

posnet  (posnett) =  small  metal  pot for
boiling with  three  feet; ‘with  a  stell” =
decorated with  a  star.

pounced  (puncti) =  pattern produced on
plate by hammering.



point-makers’ plate  Iatten (poyntt
makeres plat  lattyn) =  latten in the  sheet

for  making the  aglets  at the  ends  of
points;  a triangle of thin metal was
folded over and nailed to the leather strip
or lace.

‘prag” rasors  =  from Prague?
presses  =  wooden  presses were the usual

way of pressing linen  smooth; their size
was often suited to the item  being
pressed, e.g.  women’s  kerchiefs. There

was  also  a  press  chamber  in the  house,

such was the  quantity of linen to be

pressed amd stored.
pricket  (pricked) = a  candlestick with one

or more spike to hold a candle.

purse  (pors’), a  great  variety occurs:

‘burdus  pors" =  unidentified; ‘takett’

pors”: one studded with nails?;  ‘women
pors’ '= for  women.

‘pyll  of  troy weight of brass’ =  a  round
weight?

qr  =  quarter.
Raviell’ =  unidentified place, see  bultel.
‘reffus grand’ leather  =  unidentified.
ridel  (reddell) =  curtain.

sallet =  a  light  helmet, designated in this
case for a yeoman and therefore
probably a simple version.

say =  a  wool cloth.

scarlet  =  a  very expensive woollen  cloth;

by this date its  name  also indicated its

NOTES  AND  REFERENCES

colour, obtained  from  dying in grain.
Spruce  (sprusse) = made in Pruse or

Prussia.

straight  (straytt) =  narrow.
tabret (tabaret) = a  small  tabor  or drum;

‘taboret  pipes’ =  pipes  played alongside

a  tabor.
‘takett”, see under  purse.

timbre]  (tembres), see  under bells.

tester  =  vertical part of bed  supporting
canopy and/or curtains; and see  celure.

timber  =  a  bundle of 40 skins.
tippet  =  garment  worn round the  neck  by

women or men for  warmth,  modesty or

both.

‘throw', see under  laces.

tosydes  used of cheverel skins  =  two-sided,

double?
tree  (tre) =  wood.

treyng, tubs  of = wood  off-cuts?

trough, trowiz  of lead  =  trough(s).

tuke  (tukkes) =  hemp cloth.

verdure  =  tapestry with  a design of flowers
and plants on  a green  background.

white = silver or  steel.
wool:  ‘hyppe’ wool  =  unidentified; fells

skins with wool on  them; ‘pollers’ fells  —

skins ready for (or already treated) the
process  of  ‘poling’ which softened the
leather by pulling it  over  poles?; summer

fells  =  skins of  sheep slaughtered in
summer.

1. CPR  1461-67.  p. 24.  Skirwith,  Skyrwyth.  Skim/it,  is  variously spelled;  the  name occurs  e.g. in

Cumberland  and Norfolk.  This biography is an  expansion  of  that which  appeared  in  A.F.  Sutton  and P.W.

Hammond,  The  Coronation  of Richard  III:  The  Exmnt  Documents,  Gloucester  1983,  p.  395-96.  For  points

as  'lace chapes'.  and an  illustration.  G.  Egan  and F.  Pritchard,  et  01.. Dress  Accessories,  c.  1150-0.  1450.

Medieval  Finds from Excavations  in  London.  vol.  3.  London  1991. pp.  28l-90.

2.  Public  Record Office (hereafter  PRO). PROB  2115,  m. 13 (the  text  is  primed  below).  For  this  inventory see

also  I.W.  Archer, The  History of the  Haberdashers' Company,  Chichester  1991, pp. 26. 27.

3. It is  similarly not  known  if he  acted  as  pointsmaker  to Henry VII  briefly before his  death  in  1486.  Hg did
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16.

17.

18.

19.

20.
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not  supply any goods to the  king's  great  wardrobe  in the one  surviving particular  account of  Henry‘s  early

reign.  printed in  L.W.  Legg.  Coronation  Records,  Westminster  1908.

By 1459 he had  acquired  the  lease  of  a  shop in the  parish  of St  Mary le Bow  from  a  Laurence  Hay.  PRO.

C  ll26l99,  case  called into Chancery 14  Jan.  1459.  In 1461 he was the recipient of the goods and  chattels  of

another  leatherseller,  Edward  Selonge, P.E  Jones.  ed..  Calendar  of the  Plea  and  Memoranda  Rolls  of the

City of London,  1458-82,  Cambridge [961, p. 157. And see n.  8 below.

It is  possible  he had held the  post  under  Henry VI. but his appointment is not  recorded  in the patent  rolls.

although that  omission  in  itself  is  unremarkable.

PRO.  Exchequer Enrolled Accounts.  E  361/6, m. 55d (1462-65): 34%  doz.

To John  Taillour,  Richard  Bracy (a  warden  of the  Leathersellers  in 1471) and John  Goodale.  and to

William  Dore,  a  yeoman of Staffordshire, CCR  1461-68,  p. 85. For Bracy:  W.H. Black,  A  History of the

Antiquities  of the  leathersellers' Company,  London  1871,  p. 35.

For  discussions  of the gift of goods and  chattels  and the use to which  this  device was  put.  F. Pollock,  'Gifts

and  chattels',  Law  Quarterly Review.  vol.  6  (1890),  pp. 446-51; RE.  Jones.  ed.,  Calendar  of the  Plea  and

Memoranda Rolls  of the City of Landau,  1437-57.  Cambridge 1954. pp. xxii-xxvi; and P. Nightingale,  A

Medieval Merchant  Community.  The  Grocers' Company and the  Politics  and  Trade  of London  100-1485,

New  Haven  and London  1995.  pp.  343-44.

The  records  of the  Yorkist  great  wardrobe  are  sparse:  he is not in the 1480 account,  N.H. Nicolas.  ed.,  The

Privy Purse  Accounts  of Elizabeth  of York  and the  Wardrobe Accounts  of Edward  the  Fourth. London

1830.

Coronation ofRichard  Ill (see n. 1). pp.  116. 120.

For the general conditions of a  sexjeant  craftsman of the  king,  Coronation  of Richard  III  (see  n. 1), pp. 59-

73.

[No  author],  The  Mislery of the Art of the  Learhersellers  of the  City of London,  Leathersellers' Company,

London,  n.d.  [1982?], pp.  1-2.  P. Hunting, The  Leathersellers' Company:  A  History,  London  1994, pp. 21-

22. The  other  main  book  on the  Leathersellers  is Black (see n. 7).

Hunting, p. 19.  EM.  Veale,  The  English  Fur  Trade  in the  Later  Middle  Ages.  Oxford  1966. p.  223, for

'wildwerk' as the  skins  of wild animals  such  as the fox and  otter.  J.W.  Waterer. Leather  and the  Warrior, ed.

L.  Menifield.  Northampton  1981.  p. 81,  deals  briefly with  points.  His  leather  in LIT ,  An and  Industry.

London 1946, is  useful  on the  processes used  in the industry (esp.  the  modem);  pp.  89-102. on

Leathersellers of  London.  See  also  the  useful  J. Chen'y,  'Lealher' in  English  Medieval Industries. Craftsmen,

Techniques. Products.  ed. J. Blair and N.  Ramsay,  London 1991, pp.  295-318.  And  'see n.  1  above.

Black  (see  n. 7). pp. [9-21.

Hunting (see  11.  12).  p. 11, for  list  of  specialised leather  crafts.  The  pouchmakers  made and  sold bellows,

lanterns,  sconces, bags.  pouches.  males,  'bowgettes', bowcases. cloth-sacks.  bare-hides for covering

carriages,  elc.; other leather  goods  included  bottles, pots, standards  (coffers), 'gardeviandes' and trussing

coffers,  see Black  (see  n. 7). p. 47.  Waterer.  Leather  in  Life,  passim.

Hunting (see  n.  12).  p. 26. Black  (see  n. 7). pp.  24-25.  and  also  RR.  Sharpe,  ed..  Calendar  of the  Letter

Book:  of the  City of London:  K. London  1911.  pp.  227, 250,  285-86.  The  place  of  search  was later moved,

it is  assumed  to  Leadenhall.

Black (see  n. 7), pp.  26-29.  Hunting (see  n. 12), pp.  26-27.

A.H.  Thomas, 'Notes  on the history of the Leadenhall',  Landau Topographical  Record.  vol.  13 (1923), pp.

1-22.  esp. pp.  17-22.  Mark  Samuels,  'The  fifteenth-century garner at  Leadenhall,  London'.  Antiquaries

Journal.  vol.  69 (1989), pp.  119-53.

Black (see  n. 7), p. 30.  Cal.  Letter  Book  K  (see n. 16), pp.  334-35.

The  Pursers  and the  Glovers  joined the  Leathersellers  in  1502.  the  Pouchmakers  in  1517. G.F.  Sutton,

'Notes  on the early history of the  Worshipful  Company of  Leathersellers'.  Transactions afthe  London  and
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23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

42.

43.

44.

Middlesex  Archaeological Society. n.s. vol.  5  (1923-26), p. 18. Black  (see  n. 7). pp. 37. 39. The  Mistery

(see  n. 12), p. 2. Hunting (see  n.  12),  pp. 25,  36-37.

Cherry,  'Leather' (see  n.  13),  pp. 298-99, and  Waterer. leather  in  Life  (see  n.  13), pp. 47, 89. 144-45, on the

alum tawing process used  by whitawyers.  Hunting (see  n.  12), pp. 11-13. Veale, Early English  Fur  Trade.

pp.  1-2.  There  was no longer a separate tanners or  tawyers  guild by this date. see D. Keene, 'Tanners‘

widows, 1300-1350“, in  Medieval Landon  Widows 1300-1500, ed. CM. Barron and  A.F.  Sutton, London
1994, pp.  9-13.

R.R. Sharpe.  ed.,  Calendar  of lhe  Letler  Banks  of the  City of London:  L, London  1912, pp.  74-75.  And

Black (see  n. 7). pp.  32-36.  Hunting (see  n.  12). pp. 19, 37. Veale  (see  n.  13). pp.  172-76. for the failing

sources  of fur skins; not till the 15Lh century was the  need  for conserving forests  for game  realised.

Leathersellers‘ Comany, Liber  Cunes, p. 1. My thanks are due to the Company for allowing me  access  to

hair records  many years  ago. The location of the property is not given in  Liber Cunes  but it can be

assumed  from the will of Skirwith that it was in the parish of St Lawrence  Jewry.

lbid.,  pp. 13, 14,  17-18,  22.

lbid..  pp. 54. 57.

The inventory,  passim.

Liber  Cunes, pp. 2, 3.

Ibid.,  pp. 3, 5.

lbid.,  p. 7.  Coronalian  of Richard  III  (see  n. 1), p. 334, for  Domy's  career.  Skirwith was  fined  4d again in

1482-83, Liber Cunes, p. 42.

Liber Cunes.  p.  l  1.

Ibid..  p. 14, and  Black (see  n. 7), pp. 62, 63. The date of his  first(?) wardenship is not entirely clear  in the

accounts.  Given his  status  as  king's  pointsmaker, he may have been  a  warden  before  1475/76 as  well. but

no  accounts  for the company survive  before  Liber Cunes.

Liber  Cunes,  p. 42; 35 the gross was the  price paid  by the great  wardrobe  for leather points at this  date.
Coronation  of Richard  III (see n. l), p. l20, and see Inventory, In.  6  for  other prices.

For  these  events,  Coronation  of Richard  III  (see  n. 1), pp.  23-27.

Inventory, mm. 7. 10, [7. C.  Blair.  European  Ammur,  London  1958, repr.  1978. p. 23  (gesu'on).

CCR  1468-76.  no. [287: in 1474 a Thomas Helder alias Cook, husbandman of Little  Shelford. near

Cambridge,  made  him a gift of his goods and  chattels;  a  black horse  was the  token  handed  over.  This  may,

of  course.  have  been  a  transaction  which had nothing to do with  commerce.

For her  will,  see 11. 84  below. Katherine‘s  maiden name may, therefore, have been Brown  as John  referred

to 'my brother” Brown  in his  will,  or Hadley —  or neither of  these.  There was one  'desperate' debt owed by

a  Shrewsbury man in 1486, Inventory, m. 12.

See 11. 24.  Only three  were  officially allowed to a  master  at any one time, see  above.

Liber  Cunes (see  n. 23), p. 47.  Black (see  n. 7), pp.  34-36. 39-41, for regulations conceming apprentices.

This is  presumably the John Brown 'my brother  son' left 405 in John  Skirwith's  will, see  below.

He  appears  as one of  Skirwilh's  pledges to  prosecute  in  PRO. C  1/48/465.  Neither  William nor  Alice  left

wills; he was  possibly the William Stephenson who  died  intestate, leaving a  widow. in 1497. in St  Mary

Matfellon  parish.  London, Guildhall  Library. Commissary Court of  London, MS 9171/1, f. 47v.

Her will. see n. 84 below; his  will,  see n. 80  below.

Inventory, mm.  16-17.

Black  (see  n. 7), pp. 31, 71-72, 85. Charles  Welch, The  Churchwardens' Accounts  of the  Parish afAll

Hallows,  London Wall  1455-1536. London  1912. pp. xi-xii, xxi-xxii. Hunting (see  n. 12), pp.  45-49.

G.F. Sutton. 'Notes' (see  n.  20).  p. 15.
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Welch. All  Hallows  (see  n.  43).  p.  xiii.

lbid..  pp. 28, 33. 34.

Her  will.  see 11. 84  below.

His will, see n. 80. The anchorite in the 14705 was William Lucas who  died  about 1486. the  year also  of

Skirwith's  death,  Welch, All  Hallows  (see  n.  43).  p.  xxxi.  M.  Erler's paper  on the anchorite of All Hallows,

given at the Institute of Historical Research,  London.  1996.

Welch, All  Hallows  (see n.  43).  pp. xxii,  xxiv-xxxiv.  All Hallows also had the attraction of  a  bone  of St

David  in  a  silver case.  ibid.,  p.  xviii.

For  Bell  see  A.B.  Emden,  A Biographical Register  of the  University of Oxford  to AD  1500,  3  vols. Oxford
1957-59: a fellow of  Balliol. Oxford:  he held the benefice of Stokenham,  Devon,  while vicar of St

Lawrence Jewry (1485-96); his loyalties may have  been  more with Oxford as he  asked  to be  buried there.

William  Dony.  'parish priest' of St  Lawrence (who  dated his  will. 18  Oct.  1492. PRO. PROB  11/9. f. 74v)

was  also  available. For Chapman, see  below.

He  also  placed financial  penalties  on his daughter.  Beatrice,  if she did not  marry his  servant.  John

Trinkelow. Nothing else  is known of  her.  See n. 53.

The  Rose  was  a  cottage and garden at the  Stews' side  in St Margaret's parish, stretching from  the  Thames  to

Maiden  Lane.  Catalogue  of Ancient Deeds.  vol.  2, 33294.  M. Carlin, The urban development of

Southwark  c.  1200-1550',  unpublished PhD  thesis,  University of Toronto 1983, pp.  61-67.  One of  Colyns‘

co-feoffees of the  Rose  was Ralph  Manon.  bailiff of the Clink manor of the bishop of  Winchester  in
Southwark from  the 14505 to the  14805.  the  same.  Medieval Sauthwark.  London  [996,  p.  294.

Robert  Colyns‘ will,  PRO,  PROB  11/5,  ff.  348v-49  (PCC 32  Godyn). proved  21  Nov.  1470.  Overseers:

John  Parker,  scrivener  and one of  Colyns‘ feoffees;  John  Dey,  cutler  and a  fellow parishioner  of St

Lawrence; and  John  Trikelow,  a  servant  of  Colyns,  who was to many Colyns‘ daughter. See n. 51.

PRO. C 1/46/378; no  verdict survives.

PRO,  C  1/46/456,  n.d.  For  John  Day see n. 53  above  and n. 72  below.

PRO.  C 1/43/273-74  (incl. schedule),  called before chancellor on Wednesday 17  June  [1472]; no  decision
survives.  This may have been  an attempt to  ensure  a more equable  division  of the property by the  custom

of  London.

PRO.  C 1/48/181;  48/465.  Chamber finally alleged that  Joan  Colyns, who had  since  died,  had acquitted

him of the  debt.

PRO. C  1/48/465.  Catalogue ofAncient  Deeds,  vol.  2. 83294-96.

It is not  possible  to be  certain  of  Skirwith's  ward as St Lawrence Jewry parish straddles several.  No regular

and  full lists  of  common  councilman  survive  for  this period.  For the  value  of his  estate  see  below.

Inventory, mm. 3-4. 6-7, 16. See  Dress  Accessories  (see  n. 1), for girdles, purses,  etc. Buckskin  was

deerskin prepared  by oil or alum tannage with  a  suede  finish. Waterer. Leather  in  Life, p. 159. Vegetable

tanning described.  ibid..  pp. 140-44.

For  example. John Skirwilh's associate.  John  Paras.  who was apparently a haberdasher  and a  leatherseller,

see n. 74; and Thomas  Sonnyf.  haberdasher and  tiler, who also had dealing with the  Leathersellers.

Coronation.  p.  396..  In his  suit  of 1483-84 before Mayor Billesdon, Skirwith had two  haberdashers  for

witnesses,  see  below.  n. 79. See also  Archer.  Haberdashers  (see  n. l), chs  1-2.

See  below  for  these men.

Inventory, mm.  1-3.  9. See  Dress  Accgssories  (see n. l), for  girdles  and buckles,  beads,  pins,  purses.

combs,  etc.  For the  'mirrors'.  compare,  D.B.  Quinn and  A.A.  Ruddock. eds.  The  Port Books  or  Local

Customs Accounts  of Southampton  for the  Reign  of Edward  IV,  vol.  2,  1477-81.  Southampton Record

Society, vol.  38 (1938), p. 173 and n. 3.

Inventory, mm.  4-6.
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66.

67.

68.

69.

70.

7l.

72.

73.

74.

75.

76.

PRO, C  1/10/54 [1467-1470. 1471-73].  A  totally ambiguous case is one of 1477-83 which  asserts

malicious  suits  of debt  (£40  and £27) brought against Skirwith, and involving arrest  into the Bread  Street

Compter,  by William  Tremell,  C  1/20/97.  It  seems that Skirwith  had not  paid  up as promptly as he might

have done?

PRO, petty custom accounts  for port of London 20  Nov.  1477 to 13 July 1478, E  122/194/23, mm. 14d,

15d.  Petty custom accounts  of Mich-Mich.  l480-8]. H.S.  Cobb, ed., The  Overseas  Trade  of London.

Exchequer  Customs Accounts  1480-], London Record  Society vol.  27 (1990), nos.  498, 500, 505.  A

complete  trawl of all the surviving customs  accounts for London, 1460-86, has  been done.  The surviving

references  to  Skirwith's exports  are few  compared  to  those  of regular  exporters, but  they remain  important.

He  does  not appear in the surviving accounts of the  export  of wool, hides  and  fells.

H.J.  Smit, Bronnen  to! de  Geschiedenis  van de  Handel  met  Engeland, Schotland  en  lerland, 1150-1485.

pan 2, The Hague 1928, no.  1925.

PRO.  C 1/37/41 [1474-83], in which  Heyward claims  he had  paid  Skirwith but is  nevertheless  being sued

for the  full amount  of  a  bond in  £300  taken in  surety.  Hayward  occurs  among the  desperate debts  in the

inventory, m. 13, for £133 65 8d.

Inventory, mm. 15. I9. E.  Crowfoot,  F. Pritchard and K. Staniland, Textilex  and  Clothing. Medieval  F  inds

from Excavations  in  London,  London  I992, p. 200  (brazilwood).

Inventory, m. 9. W.  Childs, Anglo-Casting" Trade  in the  Later  Middle  Ages, Manchester 1978, p.  194.

Fisher's  bill against Skirwkh and the latter's  answer, PRO, Cll59ll92-93; John Fisher versus  Ruben  Ford,

C1/67/99-102.  I  am  indebted  for background on the  Fords  of Hadleigh to Mr  John Weller.  The  Fords were

connected by the clothmaking business, by land and by marriage with  e.g.  the the  Baldrys, a  family which

produced  two notable London  mercers, the  brothers, Thomas  Baldry of Ipswich and Sir  Thomas Baldry.

mayor of  London.  A  John Ford  was a  mercer  of London in the 14805 and may be  a connection.

Local acquaintance  lay behind many of  these  transactions, e.g.  Picton was  married  to Margaret, the

daughter of  John  Dey, cutler, of  SkinNith's parish  of St Lawrence Jewry, and Dey was  also  a  feoffee  of

Ruben Colyns (see n. 53  above). Dey's  will  of  1475, PRO. PROB  I  1/6, ff.  154-155v.

Another large consignment of  unspecified  goods  worth £70 was handed  over  by Skim/ith's  factor

(unnamed),  somewhere  abroad,  to two London  citizens  (a  John Chamber  and a  Robert  Boys) who

promised  to  deliver  the goods to  Skimith  in  London. but failed to  deliver  them in  full.  Counter-suits

resulted  in the  courts  of the mayor,  admiral, and chancellor in the  years  1480-83, during' which  Skirwith

was again complaining of  unjust  arrest.  PRO. Cl/61/430, heard Sat.  17 August  [1482].

PRO,  C  l/62I435-38, the  documents  being in the  reverse order  of  their  date.  John's pledges  for  prosecution

were  William  Bokynby,  leatherseller  and John Pares, haberdasher, but  Pares  is presumably to be  identified

as  John's fellow warden  of the  Leathersellers  of that name in the 14705 (Black, see n. 7, p. 62; Hunting, see

n. 12. p: 229 n.  10),  who had changed his  company —  or  possibly a relative. Also C 1/64/576  which shows

that  Skirwith  attached goods of  other debtors  of Irelond to  recover  something of what he was  owed, and

that  John  Stokes, brother-in-law of Ireland, was working for the Ireland  interest.  For  Home  and Ireland,

8.1..  Thrupp, The  Merchant Class  of Medieval Landon, Ann  Arbor, MI, 1948. p.  350; for Ireland and his

relatives  (he was  married  to a daughter of Sir Richard  Lee. past  mayor), see  A.F.  Sutton and  Livia Visser-

Fuchs, 'Richard  III's  Books XIV: Pietro  Cameliano's  early publications‘, The  Ricardian, vol.  10 (1996), p.

371.  Irelond was said by Skirwith  to  have made  a  gift of his goods and  chattels  to Richard Lee  (Cl/621438)

and  thereby salvaged  some  of his  estate  at least; he is also  said  to  have  made a will but  none  of his

designated  executors  would act for  him, and his great  house  was  sold  to  Henry Colet, see  CLRO, HR

207(21). For the  abrupt interruption  of his  career  as alderman and MP, A. Beaven, Aldennen  of London, 2

vols,  London  I91] and  1913.,  vol.  2, pp. 12, I6.

See  e.g.  C.  Plan, Medieval Southampton.  The  Port  and  Trading Comnmm'ly, A.D.  1000-1600, London

1973,  esp.  ch. 13.

PRO, C  1/60/5  [1475-85].  Childs.  Anglo-Castilian Trade  (see n.  23), pp. 212-13  (this  case); p. 230 and

passim (Seboll); 136-37.
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PRO,  C  1/46/333,  heard Thurs.  1 1 July [147]], and P. Barnes,  ed.,  'The chancery corpus  cum  causa  file of

10-” Edward IV,  Medieval Legal  Records.  In  Memory of C.A.F.  Meekings,  ed.  R.F.  Hunniselt and LB.

Post,  London  1978, p. 459 (C244/112/136). For  John  Marshall, mercer, see  A.F.  Sutton,  'Alice  Claver,

silkwoman,d.  1489',  Medieval Landon Widawx  (see n. 2l), pp.  135-36.  Menhen, Inventory, m. 12.

See n. 35  above  for  possible  trading connections  with  Cambridgeshire.

Corporation  of London  Records Office, Journal  9, f.  326.  The  basis  of the  dispute  is  obscure  and  seems  to

revolve round  a loan of £27 to  a  butcher, William  Mosse;  the  sole  information is this examination of two

haberdasher witnesses, Richard  Wither and  John Lucy.

PRO.  PROB  ll/8,  f. l76r-v  (PCC  23 Logge), made 13  September I485; proved 8  May 1486. Beaven,

Aldennen  of London  (see  n. 74),  vol.  2, pp.  17-18.

Although Banknot is given the name of John twice in  this  will, it  seems  likely it is a  mistake  for William

who  witnessed Katherine's  will; see below for  more details  of his career.

Inventory,  mm. 15. 20.

See n. 25  above.

PRO,  PROB 11/9, ff.  50v-52  (7 Dogett), made 13  Oct.  and  proved  22  Oct.  1491; written by William

Clifford  scriplar,  see  probate clause.

Richard Skirwith was  prosecuted  by Richard  Bmmehall and  Richard  Hadley as  executors  of his  mother,

PRO,  C 1/163/64. He was  dead  by 31 August 1498: he  left  a  widow Anne who, with  Thomas  Patrich,

released Agnes.  widow of Richard Bromehall,  executor  of  Katherine  Skirwith (along with the  abbot  of

Westminster) of all  sums  due  from Katherine's estate.  CCR  1485-1500.  no.  123.

If he  died  it was to be  spent  on  works  of charity.

Bonds  to  secure  the  estate  of £125 85 8d due to Roger, when of age,  were entered into  on 15  Mar. I492  by

Richard  Hadley with  Richard  Bromehall, with fellow sureties,  John Colet, mercer.  and John  Clement,

goldsmith [son-in-law of  Hadley],  Lelter  Book  L. p. 285; and on 21  Nov.  1493 by Richard Bromehall, with
fellow  sureties, William Rothwell. Robert  Purches,  mercers,  and  John  Axe,  dyer,  ibid.,  p.  299.  Hadley had

died early 1493  and his will  makes extensive  reference to his  responsibility of delivering Roger his  estate

and securing his  discharge.  PRO, PROB  I  1/9, ff.  125v-27.  No  bonds  for the  other children's estates exist  in

Letter  Book  L.

His  will  of  8  Sept. I497 (proved  23  Nov.  1498).  reveals  nothing relevant, PRO, PROB I II  I  I. f.  96v.

For Bell see  above  n. 50. Dolphinby left Chapman 20s for his  prayers  in  I490,  PRO,  PROB  ”/8,  f.  200.

For Chapman, see  A.B. Emden,  A  Biographical  Regixter  of the  University of Cambridge  to  1500,

Cambridge  1963.  and  A.F.  Sutton and  Livia Visser-Fuchs, 'The  cult of angels in  late  fifteenth-century

England: an  hours  of the guardian angel  presented  to  Queen Elizabeth  Woodville‘,  Women  and the  Book.

Assessing the  Visual  Evidence,  ed.  J.H.  Taylor and L. Smith,  London  and  Toronto  1996, p.  245:  he acted as

overseer  for  Dame Joan  Luyt in  1497.  Also  for  William  Purchase,  mercer  and mayor  (1497-8).

And  Gilbert  Palmer, mercer,  'Rogell' Hall, grocer, and William Colman,  skinner.  Little can be  said  about

Palmer  except  that  he had been  apprenticed  to  Thomas  Burgoyne in l459—60 and admitted to the  mercers
in 1469.

Sutton,  'Alice Claver' (see  n.  77).  p. 141 h. 42.

'C iij qns'.

'half  C xij W.

The 3 is in Arabic, unlike all the  other figures.

Either leather dyed  with brazil; or  sheepskin  tanned  with  bark,  called  basil, basan or  bazan,  see  Waterer,
Leather  in  Life.  p. 158.

The  Golden  Legend  was  printed  in English for the  first time  by William Caxton 20  November 1484;  his

second  edition is undated and is  pIaced after  1485.
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.  '[tem ij gold rynges weyng d unces d  &  d  q  mt  xxvjs  viijd,  summa xliijs iiijd'.
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113.

114.
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116.
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H9.

[20.

121.

122.

123.

124.

I25.

126.

There was  another  total  concealed  and cut through in the  join  between  the two  membranes —  presumably
one which was in  error  and which is now  revealed  by the  repair.

'C  quan‘ xix  li.’

'Enner‘.  The  'white' probably refers  to the  white-ware  of the whitawyer, i.e the  finer  skins,  stored  there, but
it  could refer  to the  colour  of the  warehouse.

The  mark numbers  are always in  Arabic.

A  copy of the  Polychronican  by Ralph Higden primed by Caxton on 18 August 1480; the  printer's  second
page begins with  a  ‘pludde’, BL, IB  55.0.60.  It had  presumably suffered some  damage or  over-use  in the
household and  become. feeble?

'ij unces  and di q',  adds a  'q' in  error.

The  words  at the beginning of the 2nd  folio tell  us  this  is  a small book.

s1 omitted apparently by error  of the  scn'be.

Concealed  in the  seam between  the  membranes  and  visible since  the repair:  Summa  of Sperm!  defies,  with
no  figures.

Sir William  Bourchier,  son and  heir  of the  earl  of  Essex,  had  died 1483.

Possibly Robert  Cosyn,  the  mercer  and  keeper  of the great  wardrobe  whom Skirwith would have  known
well; he  died 1486.  see  A.F.  Sutton, 'Caxton was  a  mercer',  England  in the  Fifteenth  Century,  ed. N.
Rogers, Stamford  I994,  pp.  124-25.

'Ally sander‘.

The  Camelowes  were  a wealthy mercer family.  Thomas,  late apprentice  to William Camelowe was
admitted to the  mercers  in 1450; Thomas, son of Sir William Cantelow, prayed to be admitted to the
Whittington  almshouse  in 1492, L. Lyell and F.  Watney. eds.  Acts of Court  of Ike  Mercers' Company
1453-1527,  Cambridge 1936, p.  228.

One of the Suffolk  Hobards? Possibly a  contact  in the cloth  trade.

The esquire of  this name  was  still  being pursued over this  debt in  1502,  CCR  1500-09,  p. 34  (no. 10]).

See  above,  n. 68.

One of the  Heryots,  a  wealthy draper  family?

An Italian had sold John,  brazil.  a dye  stuff  which  produced  a red  colour.

A  leatherseller  and  a  past apprentice of Skirwith, see  above.

The  leatherseller  and  executor  of  Skirwith,  see above.

A  leatherseller,  see n. 74  above.

The  repair  has revealed  that  a  total  of  these debts  may have been  (accidentally?) sewn  into the  seam
between  the  membranes  and then  cutoff.

William Dumhom,  common  clerk  of London  146!  -90.

Where  Skimilh  stored  his wool, wool  fells  and other  hides,  located in the leather  trades' traditional  area  of

the  city.

spemu' debts  = those which it was  expected  would be  paid.

'Kenes wyff  at!  was'.

John  Holgrave, baron of the Exchequer, died Aug-Sept.  I487.

Skirwith's  chief apprentice and servant. see  above.

The  repair  has  revealed  that a total of  these  debts may have been  (accidentally?) sewn into  the  seam
between the  membranes  and then cut  off.
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